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 Summary 

Summary 

Climate change has been a serious global environmental problem for decades. As the 

primary source of international energy use, the urban area is associated with 71–76% of 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Until now, many strategies toward reducing GHG 

emissions highly relied on industry optimization, fuel switching, and alternative clean 

technologies. However, urban spatial distribution and structure also have a high impact 

on carbon emission. The change in land use patterns can lead to the variation of building 

types and building layout, which consequently influences the contribution of carbon 

emission. Therefore, spatial planning plays an essential role in realizing a low carbon 

city.  

In order to create a more sustainable city in the future, an integrated and effective 

framework is necessary for developing low-carbon city land use strategies. The 

framework is made up of three procedures: carbon emission estimation, spatial analysis, 

spatial optimization and carbon emission prediction. The estimation of carbon emission 

is achieved through a comprehensive assessment model based on GIS (Geography 

Information System) technology with open data. It presents the spatial distribution of 

carbon emission on the city scale. The sectors of carbon emissions are mainly attributed 

to buildings, transportation, vegetation, and residence. Statistic data was applied to 

estimate the carbon emission in buildings and residence sectors. Transport carbon 

emission was calculated through a bottom-up method with the support of the logistic 

regression model and spatial microsimulation. Carbon sequestration of vegetation was 

estimated by remote sensing technology. The estimation results illustrate the carbon 

balance in association with land use patterns. It provides an essential dataset for 

analyzing the impact of spatial attributes on carbon emission.  

Due to the close relationship with the fundamental detail in urban planning, previous 

studies have proven that the street block level is the most appropriate scale to describe 

the urban structure. The land use pattern, which is divided by the main road networks 

acting as the minimum unit for spatial analysis. In general, buildings and vegetations are 

the primary impact factors on carbon emission in the urban area. Their configuration and 

vertical structure are expected to play an important role in carbon emission. To obtain 

the factors that significantly impact carbon emissions, feature selection methods were 

applied to filter the spatial attributes of building and vegetation such as land use 

composition, building density, greenspace coverage, etc. The selected attributes can be 

used to classify the land use patterns into different categories. It can be achieved through 

methodologies such as cluster analysis and classification. The classified land use 
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 Summary 

categories illustrate the differences in land use function and spatial configuration among 

all land use patterns. The analysis results show the differences in carbon emission among 

different land use categories. It provides essential support for the optimization of land 

use layout under the sustainable urban planning.  

As the central method to address the dilemma of population growth and environmental 

protection, sustainable urban planning can be structured using spatial optimization 

integrating GIS and mathematical models. The spatial optimization model is built based 

on the principle of multi-objective optimization. The multi-objective land use 

optimization model integrates objectives such as carbon emission, population, and spatial 

indicators with other constrain conditions to obtain the most sustainable land use 

planning strategy under different scenarios. An evolutionary algorithm is developed to 

find efficient solutions given the vector-based representations of land use patterns. To 

understand the carbon emission performance of specific land use plans in realistic 

scenarios, a carbon emission prediction model was established by coupling support 

vector regression and Monte Carlo simulation. The prediction results aim to support 

future policy toward low carbon city planning.  The proposed framework is applied in 

Eindhoven, the Netherlands, to support the decision-making in local urban development. 

It can be a potential tool for deriving effective and efficient land use planning strategies. 
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 Introduction 

1     

1.1 Motivation 

Nowadays, cities are growing at an unprecedented rate. The urban population has 

experienced the most rapid increase during the last decades. By 2050, two-third of the 

global population will reside in urban areasland and social change, the city plays an 

extremely vital role in future development (Floater et al., 2014). However, rapid 

urbanization also leads to a series of substantial global environmental changes. 

Numerous environmental issues were generated due to the reduction of ecosystem 

services and the depletion of natural resources. Among all environmental problems, 

climate change is the most well-known topic which has been broadly discussed in 

different fields for decades. It not only leads to a series of geographical and climate issues 

that could cause severe crises in the ecosystem but also has a longer-term impact on 

human society and economy. The expansion of urban areas causing increased energy 

consumption, the relevant greenhouse gas (GHG) emission is expected to grow even 

faster.  According to the new climate economy report in 2014, Cities are associated with 

67–76% of global energy use and 71–76% of global GHG emissions (Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change, 2014). The balancing of economic development and GHG 

reduction has become one of the most critical challenges in the 21st century.  

In the past few years, many developing countries have experienced dramatic growth as 

emerging economies. The massive urbanization leads to a significant contribution to 

global GHG emissions. In another aspect, as another group of leading contributors to 

carbon emission. Developed countries are also facing the challenges of reducing current 

GHG emissions efficiently. After the 21st climate change conference held by the United 

Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) in Paris in December 

2015, “the Paris Agreement” was a consensus signed by 195 countries. All signatories 

have agreed to bear more responsibility for mitigating GHG (Falkner, 2016). Sustainable 

development and the establishment of low carbon cities has become an urgent topic that 

no country can afford to ignore.  
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As a complex system, the development of low-carbon cities usually involves many 

aspects that range from space, transport, industry, and energy (Dodman, 2009). Most of 

the strategies toward GHG reduction mainly focus on aspects such as industry 

optimization, fuel switching, and alternative clean technologies. The importance of 

spatial planning on mitigating GHG is underestimated in comparison with other elements. 

Although urban areas only cover 2% of the land surface yet account for about 75% of 

GHG emissions (Satterthwaite, 2008). Most of the growth of energy consumption and 

resulting emission could attribute to the variation of urban landscape layout. Since GHG 

emission is also highly related to urban morphology and spatial structure, the spatial 

distribution of urban land use is also highlighted as an important influencing factor (Khan 

and Pinter, 2016). As the basic unit for urban spatial planning, land use can define the 

spatial organization of the built-up area and arrangement of related infrastructures. It also 

largely determines the relevant human activities in local communities. For the 

municipality, spatial planning plays a vital role in realizing low carbon cities (Sun et al., 

2016a). Low-carbon land management should be strengthened from multi-land use 

aspects (Chuai et al., 2019).  

It is believed that among all GHG  emissions, the increasing CO2  concentrations in the 

atmosphere is the primary cause of rising global average temperature (Ritchie and Roser, 

2020). The reduction of CO2 emission can be treated as the key indicator of reflecting 

low carbon city planning effectiveness. Therefore, the crucial part of realizing low 

carbon cities is how to solve the contradiction between increasing urban expansion and 

the requirement of CO2 reduction. In order to propose a sustainable land use plan for the 

decision-maker, the intrinsic connection between CO2 emission and urban land use needs 

to be carefully explored. It is important to deeply investigate the relation between CO2 

emission and relevant spatial elements. The impact of spatial elements on CO2 emission 

can be used to establish a land use planning framework to propose reasonable future land 

use schemes.   

1.2 Research questions  

Under the global imperative for mitigating GHG emission, the measurement of carbon 

emission is the first challenge faced by the governments internationally. CO2 emission 

majorly consists of two aspects: carbon sources and carbon sinks. Carbon sources are the 

anthropogenic emission ranged from the consumption of fossil fuels to the respiration of 

residents, as well as the upstream emission and downstream emission created from 

different sectors. Carbon sinks usually refer to the types of vegetation that can absorb 

CO2. Considering the complexity in the urban system, the carbon emissions led by urban 

development are the consequence of multiple processes within and among discrete 

sectors and sub-systems such as buildings, transportation, vegetation, etc. The tracking 
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of the carbon flows in different sectors needs the support of corresponding 

methodologies. To fully understand the mechanism of carbon emission and carbon 

sequestration within the urban area, a comprehensive estimation system is required to 

assess the carbon balance from various sectors in cities. 

To provide precise information for low carbon spatial planning. Several crucial questions 

need to be answered: what is the intrinsic connection between carbon emission and 

various spatial elements? And how do they influence the performance of carbon emission? 

To present the detailed information contained in the relevant spatial elements, the spatial 

factors need to be comprehensively quantified and classified according to their spatial 

performance on composition and configuration, etc. As the arrival of a new generation 

of information technology, cloud computing, and big data, the interaction between the 

low-carbon demands and smart development could be promoted with the support of the 

corresponding mathematical algorithm. The relation between CO2 emission and relevant 

spatial attributes can be further analyzed. It can help to acquire statistic perspective about 

the intrinsic connection between CO2 emission level and spatial attributes from different 

viewpoints. 

For low carbon city planning, the ultimate question is finding out what we can do to 

improve carbon efficiency at the city level. The carbon emission performance is widely 

related to numerous aspects, from energy use, human activities to terrestrial ecosystem 

function. All these aspects can be more and less linked with spatial elements. For 

example, the energy use of the building sector is particularly interested in urban planners 

and designers since the building types and structures usually have a significant impact 

on energy consumption. On a larger scale such as neighborhood-level or district level, 

the spatial layout and configuration of built-up and infrastructures can largely determine 

the intensity of local commuting and social activities. As a result, it has an impact on the 

carbon emission produced by daily human activities. Besides, the density and 

distribution of green infrastructures in the urban system can also directly affect their 

performance on absorbing carbon emission. The carbon sequestration capability of the 

green area highly depends on the vegetation types, the allocation, and the composition 

of green infrastructures, which are the key factors for the performance of carbon sinks. 

Above all, the main research question in this study is: how to reduce carbon emission 

from a spatial planning viewpoint? The low carbon city development strategy should 

incorporate all components from different sectors. An integrated and effective 

framework is the key to urban planning and creating more sustainable cities. To trace 

and quantify the GHG emissions and further come up with ideal future land use scenarios 

for urban decision-making, four sub-questions need to be answered:  
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1): How to estimate the carbon emission at the city level?  

2): What are the relations between carbon emission and spatial elements?  

3): How to determine land use solutions with lower carbon emissions?  

4): How to predict the carbon emission level for existing land use plans?  

1.3 Research objectives 

In order to provide a sustainable city scheme for future development, an integrated and 

effective framework is necessary for developing low-carbon city land use strategies. In 

this framework, the following objectives need to be achieved. 

Firstly, to track all carbon sources and carbon sinks within a city, a carbon inventory 

containing all key sectors reflecting the carbon cycle within the city needs to be 

established. It should cover all methods and standards involving the monitoring and 

calculation of carbon emission. Combining Geography Information System (GIS) 

technology and open database, the estimation process can be implemented on the spatial 

level. An integrated database is needed to present the spatial distribution of carbon 

emission estimation results from different sectors. It should involve the main carbon 

sources/sinks such as dwellings, commercial areas, industrial estate, various 

transportation, and green infrastructures. The estimation results will illustrate the carbon 

balance in association with basic land use units. It provides a fundamental database for 

the following analysis. 

Secondly, a set of spatial parameters needs to be integrated into spatial analysis. These 

spatial parameters mainly consist of the internal spatial information about urban land use, 

especially the attaching buildings and other infrastructures such as building volume, 

built-up density, plot ratio, green coverage ratio, vegetation layout, etc. The external 

attributes like land use function, land composition, area, and shape, etc. With the help of 

big data and machine learning technology, the spatial parameters that significantly 

impact carbon emission will be filtered. The selected spatial parameters can be grouped 

into different categories based on their geographical definition. They will present the key 

impact factors of carbon emission separately based on their geographical features. The 

spatial analysis can be conducted from various perspectives of the built environment to 

investigate the detailed relation between spatial elements and carbon emission on 

different spatial scopes.  

Finally, based on the relation, spatial optimization and carbon prediction models will be 

established to acquire the optimal spatial parameter combination with the lowest carbon 

emission. The decision-making is based not only on the carbon emission reduction but 
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also on the real case studies requirement. The simulation results should be able to provide 

guidance for low carbon city planning. After all, the ultimate purpose of this research is 

to develop a comprehensive low-carbon land use planning support system. By estimating 

the proposed future land use scenarios, it is possible to evaluate the effectiveness of this 

decision support system in practices. The developed spatial optimization and carbon 

prediction model in this study should provide theoretical support for land policy 

decision-making. 

1.4 Scientific contributions 

In this study, a low-carbon city land use planning framework is developed for future 

decision-makers and urban planners. With this framework, it is possible to provide well-

founded references for land use schemes from the perspective of mitigating carbon 

emission. By establishing the carbon emission estimation model, the first contribution of 

this research is the integration of estimation methodologies from different sectors under 

the same framework. Traditionally, the production-based carbon inventory is spatial 

disparate, failing to reflect the geographic relation with carbon emission. Most spatial 

relevant estimation approaches only focus on one specific sector, such as building energy 

consumption, transport activities, or vegetation cycling. The integrated estimation model 

can provide a comprehensive view for assessing the spatial distribution of carbon 

emission at the city scale. It will build a strong foundation for further analyzing the 

spatial planning policies based on low-carbon city development.      

According to the carbon emission estimating framework results, numerous spatial 

parameters can be applied to analyze the impact of urban geographic features on carbon 

emission. By introducing cutting-edge machine learning technologies on spatial analysis, 

it is possible to clarify the relationship between spatial elements and carbon emission. A 

better understanding of this relationship can be treated as an important contribution to 

the study in the area of urban planning and environmental management. It provides 

strong evidence that carbon reduction can be achieved by adjusting the key impact factors 

at different spatial levels.  

Furthermore, through spatial optimization and carbon emission prediction, the 

simulation results can provide important references for urban spatial planning. The 

spatial optimization model can be used to identify the spatial attributes that generate the 

lowest carbon emission, while the prediction model can be used to calculate the most 

likely carbon emission level under specific spatial distribution scenarios. Both models 

can provide vital support for the decision-maker in low-carbon land use planning to 

evaluating the performance of specific policy and relevant scenarios.  
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Finally, this research aims to develop a comprehensive low-carbon city land use planning 

support system which can support the reduction of carbon emission through optimal 

spatial planning under current and future conditions. The sub-models within the system 

can be extended to solve the related new topics. They can be used as tools for analyzing 

the impact of land use planning on carbon emission on different new occasions. 

Altogether, the low-carbon city land use planning support system can create a fresh 

perspective on urban planning and policymaking in a low-carbon future. 

1.5 Outline of the dissertation 

The research outline of this dissertation is presented in Fig1.1. Chapter 1 has briefly 

introduced the background, aims, and the main contribution of this study; Chapter 2 

exhibits the establishment of carbon emission estimating framework; Chapter 3 mainly 

focuses on the process of spatial analysis between selected spatial attributes and carbon 

emission; Chapter 4 investigates the possible optimal land use solutions using spatial 

optimization model; Chapter 5 evaluates the performance of carbon emission under 

several presetting scenarios using carbon emission prediction model; Finally, chapter 6 

has summarized the main conclusion from this research, it also concludes the limitation 

and recommends further studies based on the present results. 

Fig1.1 Outline of the dissertation 

Chapter 1
Introduction

Chapter 2
Carbon Emission Estimating 

Framework

Chapter 3
Assessment of the Relation between 

Land Use and Carbon Emission 

Chapter 4
Land Use Spatial Optimization 

Chapter 5
Carbon Emission Prediction

Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work 
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More specifically, the carbon emission estimating framework in chapter 2 is established 

through local open databases and remote sensing data. It integrates the estimation 

methodologies of building carbon emission, transportation carbon emission, vegetation 

carbon sequestration, and residence carbon emission into one system. The integrated 

system aims to assess the overall carbon emission. The estimation results will be input 

into the spatial analysis model to analyze their relations with spatial attributes. The 

spatial attributes are extracted from land use data, consisting of the land use function and 

building data. The spatial analysis is mainly achieved by approaches such as feature 

selection, cluster analysis, and classification. The analyzed results from the spatial 

analysis model provide a strong foundation for further optimization and prediction. The 

spatial optimization model uses multi-objective optimization and evolutionary 

algorithms to acquire optimal land use solutions. The carbon emission prediction model 

uses machine learning tools and probabilistic methods to evaluate future land use 

scenarios' carbon emission levels. The relevant constrain conditions and urban planning 

programs are extracted from the local land use, containing the development policies and 

urban functional zoning plans.  

The results from the spatial optimization model and carbon emission prediction model 

are applied as important guidelines for developing a low-carbon city plan. The proposed 

land use plans need to meet the basic requirement of low-carbon city development. The 

simulation results from the optimization and prediction models can provide valuable 

references to achieve features such as low-carbon emission, urban ecosystem friendliness, 

and a livable built environment. The general framework of the proposed decision support 

is presented in Fig1.2.  
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2     

2.1 Introduction 

Carbon emission is often estimated based on the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC) methodology. Although it has been widely accepted as the primary 

approach to identify key sectors and measure their carbon emission, many scholars have 

realized the shortages of the IPCC system. First, the calculation in the IPCC is mainly 

based on carbon production instead of consumption, and production-based inventories 

are often spatial disparate. It fails to comprehensively reflect the geographic distribution 

of carbon emission (Zhang et al., 2015). Second, IPCC methodology lacks an integrated 

assessment of both anthropogenic carbon emissions and natural carbon sink. The 

opposed impact of vegetation on the carbon emission is insufficiently considered in this 

approach (Zhao et al., 2011).  

Urban metabolism treats a city as an organism with metabolic processes. It is a 

consumption-based approach which includes all upstream and downstream emissions 

such as electricity, heating, transportation, food, and waste. The analysis of urban 

metabolism is always considered within a specific hierarchical spatial scale (Zhang et al., 

2013). This idea makes it possible to estimate the carbon emission and carbon sink on 

geographic scales. On the other hand, the carbon footprint is a consuming-based 

perspective that includes all environmental pressure produced by human activities. It 

conventionally refers to the total CO2 emitted directly or indirectly and the accumulation 

process during the carbon life cycle. The involvement of both external and internal 

carbon emissions can solve the geographic mismatch between emission producers and 

consumers because all emissions are assigned to the location of a producer/consumer 

(Chuai et al., 2015).  

The majority of the research regarding spatial carbon emission estimation is focused on 

the regional scale. They only consider the regional balance between carbon emission and 

carbon sequestration, ignoring the carbon emission variation associated with spatial 

attributes within the city (Chuai et al., 2015; Jones and Kammen, 2014). The spatial 

attributes such as building types, population density, green space, etc. also significantly 

impact the energy consumption performance and are highly related to carbon emission 
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and carbon sequestration (Biesbroek et al., 2009). As for the city scale research, a series 

of estimation approaches have been developed for solving the low carbon planning issues 

in a specific sector. For example, based on the overall building coverage data, a spatial 

estimation and visualization tool was established to evaluate the carbon emission on the 

university campus (Adenle and Alshuwaikhat, 2017). Other researchers used geospatial 

modeling technologies to estimate building carbon emission at high parcel resolution 

(Heiple and Sailor, 2008). As for estimating carbon sinks, some scholars used the 

estimated carbon sequestration results to assess the necessary green space that can 

maintain the carbon-oxygen balance in the residential area (Silaydin Aydin and Çukur, 

2012). These studies usually fail to involve all carbon emission sectors. Therefore, it is 

necessary to establish a comprehensive city-scale spatial carbon emission estimation 

framework to capture the spatial distribution of carbon emission (Zhang et al., 2013).  

Based on the urban metabolism theory, all emissions and sinks can be estimated on the 

vertical carbon fluxes and their emission sources. Vertical fluxes refer to the emission of 

CO2 into the atmosphere. They result from chemical processes such as combustion, 

respiration, and photosynthesis in the system. Based on their role in the urban carbon 

cycle, the emission sources of vertical fluxes can be conceptually classified into four 

sectors: Building, Transport, Resident, and Vegetation (Christen et al., 2010). 

In this chapter, an integrated spatial estimating framework is proposed to present the 

carbon emission spatial distribution on the city scale, reflecting the influences of urban 

form attributes. Eindhoven was chosen as the case study to verify the feasibility. Our 

research objectives include: 1) the examination of total emissions, involving four sectors 

using open data; 2) the illustration of the spatial distribution of the carbon emission; 3) a 

discussion of its correlation with land use types and characteristics.  

2.2 Study area and data sources 

Eindhoven is located in the south of the Netherlands in the province of North-Brabant. 

It is the 5th largest city in the Netherlands, covering an 88.87km2 area with about 

224740 inhabitants. Eindhoven consists of seven districts, which can be subdivided into 

109 neighborhoods. The largest district is Strijp, with an area of 2888ha. It includes the 

Eindhoven Airport and two industrial areas. 
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Fig2.1 Location and land use classification of the case study area 

Woensel-Noord, with an area of 1.866ha has the highest population. As the high-tech 

center and former industrial manufacture city in the south of the Netherlands, Eindhoven 

has many industry businesses and companies. These enterprises cause a large amount of 

energy consumption. Eindhoven's municipal council has set the goal of reducing carbon 

emission by 55% in 2030 relative to 1990. While the Metropolitan Area of Rotterdam 

and The Hague (MRDH) aims to reduce only 30% CO2 emissions by 2030 (Studies, 

2012). The carbon reduction goal of Eindhoven is sharper in comparison with other cities. 

It faces a more severe challenge in the urban transformation process to achieve a 

sustainable urban environment. Among the largest five cities in the Netherlands, 

Eindhoven has a reputation as the greenest city. It has many parks and public green 

gardens, the area green per house is almost 100m2. It means the green space in Eindhoven 

has great potential in balancing the carbon emission (Fig2.1).  

Open data sources used in this paper include Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) data, 

Research Movements in the Netherlands (Ovin) data, Current Height File in the 

Netherlands (AHN2) data, Landsat 8 Satellite Image, Basic registration Large-scale 

Topography (BGT) data, Land Use Classification (BBG) data, and Royal Netherlands 

Meteorological Institute (KNMI) data. CBS data (Fig2.2a, Fig2.2b) provides the spatial 

distribution of annual household energy consumption and population density. Household 

energy consumption is made up of electricity and natural gas consumption. They are 

presented on each six digital postcode area which the mean surface value is 0.016km2. 
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Population distribution is displayed on a 100m*100m grid map. Each cell contains the 

information of population size of various social demographic categories such as gender 

(male, female) and age (0-14, 15-24, 25-44, 45-64, beyond 65). Ovin data collected 

136063 daily trip survey samples. It has recorded the travel behavior of individual 

commuter on a certain day. The social demographic information of each commuter is 

also concluded in the data (age, household type, work status, and income level, etc). It 

illustrates the differences in travel preferences among various resident groups. AHN2 

(Fig2.2d) represents a digital surface model (DSM) information in the Netherlands with 

a 10m*10m resolution. The satellite image is obtained from Landsat8 OLI/TIRS C1 

Level-1 data, consisting of 9 spectral bands image with 30m*30m resolution. BGT 

(Fig2.2c) has the green space classification, while BBG contains the land use 

classification in the Netherlands. The vegetation and land use types are divided into 9 

and 20 categories, respectively. KNMI records the daily temperature from 45 monitoring 

stations spreading across the Netherlands and the North Sea. The data in the year 2014 

is used throughout. 

Fig2.2 (a)(b)CBS data, (c)BGT data, (d)AHN2 data 
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2.3 Carbon emission estimation model 

In this study, the concept of urban metabolism and carbon footprint were integrated into 

one carbon emission framework. Considering the spatial context of emission sources, 

carbon emission can be classified into three categories: local emission due to local 

activities (LDL), external emission due to local activities (EDL), and local emission due 

to external activities (LDE) (Kellett et al., 2013). To present all vertical carbon fluxes 

spatially on the city scale level, the estimation methods of the four sectors are selected 

following the spatial boundary. Table2.1 has listed the main emission sources and 

estimation approaches of the four sectors. It not only illustrates the context of each 

emission source in the spatial boundary categories but also presents the relation between 

estimation methods and spatial boundary categories.  

Table2.1 Spatial boundary categories and estimation methods of main carbon emission 

sources 

Sector Emission Sources Estimation Methods 

Spatial Boundary 

Categories 

LDL EDL LDE 

Building Fuel combustion 
Statistic Data/UBEM 

√   

Electricity supply  √  

Transport Trips within the city Trip Survey/ Field 

Investigation 
√   

Trip out of the city Trip Survey  √  

 Through traffic Field Investigation   √ 

Resident Human Respiration Reference Consulting √   

Food Supply 

Waste disposal 

IPCC 
 

√ 
 

IPCC √ 

Vegetation Photosynthesis 
RS/ Field Survey 

√  

Respiration √  

Based on the data accessibility of the case study, statistic data was applied to estimate 

building carbon emission. This data involves both local and external emission sources 

(fuel combustion and electricity). Transport carbon emission was estimated by the trip 

survey which considered the trip within the city and trip out of the city. For the residential 

sector, due to the difficulties of estimating upstream and downstream emissions produced 

by food and waste, the external emission was excluded from the estimation. We only 

estimate the local emission by using reference consulting. As for the vegetation sector, 

remote sensing was chosen to estimate the carbon sequestration because of its high 

efficiency in capturing the geographic and vegetation features. As such, both LDL and 

EDL are involved in the building and transport sectors, while in the resident and 

vegetation sectors, only LDL is considered.  
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The estimation framework is presented in Fig2.3. It shows the data sources, 

corresponding key elements of each sector, and the flow of the process. The estimation 

process is divided into three steps. First, extracting the key elements of each sector from 

local databases. Second, if necessary, specific methods or algorithms were introduced to 

represent the carbon flux distribution of each sector on the spatial scale. Finally, the result 

of each sector was integrated through ArcGIS.  

The key parameters used to calculate building carbon emissions, such as electricity and 

natural gas consumption, are directly extracted from the CBS database. CBS data also 

provides spatial social demographic attributes such as population density for estimating 

residents' carbon emission. Transport carbon emission is estimated by the travel behavior 

of residents, traffic mode, and travel distance data are extracted from Ovin database. 

Transport carbon emission is attributed to the individual who produces the travel activity. 

The spatial distribution of transport carbon emission is presented through the residential 

location of the transport users generated from the synthetic population.  

The carbon sequestration is estimated by attributes such as solar radiation, normalized 

difference vegetation index (NDVI), light use efficiency, and temperature. Through 

ArcGIS, solar radiation was simulated by AHN2 data, NDVI was calculated by the 

Landsat 8 satellite image. Light use efficiency was extracted from the BGT database. 

The temperature was obtained from KNMI. Since the vegetation sector plays the role of 

the carbon sink in the framework, the value is negative. The estimation results of 

different sectors are normalized through ArcGIS and finally integrated into the carbon 

balance distribution of the case study. 

Combining with the spatial distribution map of the case study, the carbon emission 

intensity in different districts can be easily recognized. It can be used to determine which 

area has a higher priority of reducing carbon emission. Through incorporating the land 

use types map with carbon balance distribution, the relation between the amounts of 

carbon intensity and different land use types can also be presented. 
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Fig2.3 Framework of carbon emission estimation 

2.3.1 Building carbon emission estimation 

In the building sector, carbon emission is mainly caused by energy consumption during 

heating, cooling, lighting, etc. If energy consumption spatial distribution data is available, 

the emission estimation can be directly calculated based on the energy consumption and 

carbon emission factor of the individual building. When the statistic energy consumption 

data is absent, the building energy demand can be estimated through urban building 

energy modeling (UBEM). The climate data, building geometry, construction standard, 

and usage schedules are the key impact factors in the UBEM. Focusing on these factors, 

techniques for estimating hourly and seasonal energy consumption profiles in the 

building sector were applied (Heiple and Sailor, 2008). 
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In this study, building carbon emissions were calculated using household and company 

energy consumption data. Total carbon emission from building energy consumption of 

each six digital postcode administrative division (𝐵𝑖 ; 𝑘𝑔 ) were estimated using the 

following equation(2.1). 

𝐵𝑖 = (𝐸𝑟𝑖 + 𝐸𝑐𝑖) ∙ 𝐸𝑓 + (𝑁𝑐𝑖 + 𝑁𝑟𝑖) ∙ 𝑁𝑓 (2.1) 

Where 𝐸𝑟𝑖 is the total electricity supply to residential houses in postcode 𝑖. 𝑁𝑟𝑖 is the total 

natural gas consumption of residential houses in postcode 𝑖. 𝐸𝑐𝑖  is the total electricity 

supply to companies in postcode 𝑖. 𝑁𝑐𝑖 is the total natural gas consumption of companies 

in postcode 𝑖 .  𝐸𝑓  is the carbon emission parameter of electricity. 𝑁𝑓  is the carbon 

emission parameter of natural gas consumption. 𝐸𝑓 and  𝑁𝑓 are extracted from available 

CO2  emissiefactoren (Status, 2011), their values are 0.053kgCO2 /kWh and 1.65kgCO2 

/m3 respectively. Building carbon emission per area (𝑏𝑖; 𝑘𝑔/𝑚
2) can be described as 

equation(2.2). 𝐴𝑖 is the total area of postcode 𝑖 

𝑏𝑖 =
𝐵𝑖
𝐴𝑖

 (2.2) 

 

2.3.2 Transport carbon emission estimation 

Transportation carbon emission originated from vehicle fuel consumption. Two main 

methods have been widely applied to accurately estimating transport CO2 emission. The 

first approach is a top-down method, using aggregate data consisting of the vehicle fleet, 

vehicle type, and trip length to estimate CO2 emission. This method highly relies on the 

precise information of vehicle attributes which is always insufficient on the spatial 

dimension (Hu et al., 2010). The second method uses travel attributes such as trip 

frequency, traffic mode, and travel distance to estimate carbon emission. As a bottom-

up method, it directly presents the impact of travel behavior on the transport carbon 

emission (He et al., 2013). Travel behavior is highly associated with social demographic 

attributes such as age, work status, and income level. Many discrete choice models and 

data mining approaches were employed to identify the complex relationships between 

these explanatory variables and travel behavior attributes. The logistic regression model 

is usually applied to investigating the correlation between social-demographic 

characteristics (Li et al., 2016) and travel behavior. However, detailed travel behavior 

data with geographic information is usually not available on the fine spatial scale. It 

makes it difficult for assigning transport carbon emission spatially. Therefore, many 

researchers employed a synthetic population to make up the gap of insufficient data. It is 

accomplished by applying spatial microsimulation (Lovelace et al., 2014), with the 
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support of algorithms such as deterministic reweighting, conditional probability, or 

simulated annealing. This modeling approach constructs a dataset of individual units 

over a large area under limited spatial constrained conditions (Ma et al., 2015).  

In this study, transport carbon emission is estimated through the travel behavior extracted 

from trip survey data (Ovin). The transport carbon emission can be described as 

equation(2.3), a function of travel distance with the specific CO2 emission factor of the 

travel mode. 

𝑇 =∑𝐷𝑘 ∙ 𝐹𝑘 

𝑚

𝑘=1

 (2.3) 

Where 𝑇 represents transport carbon emission, 𝐷𝑘 is the travel distance of trip 𝑘 during 

the survey day, 𝐹𝑘 is the carbon emission factor of the travel mode used in trip 𝑘. 𝑚 is 

the number of trips during the survey day. The remaining uncertainty due to the 

composition of the different vehicle fleet, travel speed, and driving style are excluded in 

this study.   

In order to present transport carbon emission spatially, a microsimulation model is 

introduced to generate the population synthesized with the characteristics of travel 

behavior using Ovin data and CBS data. As it is shown in Table2.2, age is divided into 

5 classes: 0-14, 15-24, 25-44, 45-64, and above 65. Travel mode has five categories: auto, 

train, bus, scooter, bike/walk. Travel date is classified as weekdays and weekends, while 

travel distance is a continuous attribute which can be directly shown as a numerical value. 

Among all key social-demographic attributes, only gender and age are presented in both 

databases. Therefore, they were selected as the constraint attributes to link the profiles in 

two databases. 
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Table2.2 Key social-demographic attributes in Ovin and CBS data 

Variables CBS data Ovin data 

Categories Count Categories Count 

Gender Male 113020 Male 21840 

 female 108330 female 24660 

Age 0-14 33545 0-14 9487 

 15-24 29335 15-24 5242 

 25-44 67955 25-44 10410 

 45-64 54295 45-64 14072 

 ≥ 65 36220 ≥ 65 7289 

Travel Mode Not available     — Auto 21179 

   Train 1301 

   Bus 1254 

   Scooter 410 

   Bike or Walk 22356 

Travel date Not available     — Weekdays 33829 

   Weekends 12671 

Travel Distance Not available      — Continuous    — 

Total  Population 221350 Population 46500 

A generic software named Flexible Modeling Framework (FMF) is used to build a 

realistic population. It incorporates a static spatial microsimulation algorithm based on 

Simulated Annealing (SA) (Harland et al., 2012). The optimization operating is based on 

the shared values of both population samples and constraint data. Through FMF, the 

synthetic population is allocated on each 100*100m cell with their travel activities. In 

this way, the representation of transport carbon emission distribution can be directly 

estimated by equation(2.3). The key parameters of carbon emission estimation in 

equation(2.3) are travel distance, carbon emission factor, and survey day. CO2  

emissiefactoren (Status, 2011) has listed all carbon emission factors used in the 

Netherlands, drawn up by the national government and multiple organizations (SKAO, 

Stimular, Connekt, MilieuCentraal). Table2.3 shows the transport carbon emission 

factors of 5 traffic modes. Since travel distance is a continuous value, it can be directly 

extracted from Ovin data.  
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Table2.3 CO2  emission factor of various traffic modes (Source: CO2  emissiefactoren) 

Traffic Mode Carbon Emission Factor (kgCO2 /km) 

Auto 0.21  

Train 0.065 

Bus 0.065 

Scooter 0.0528 

Bike or Walk 0 

According to empirical research, due to the distinction in travel purpose, travel length, 

and travel frequency, weekend trips are usually quite different from weekday trips. 

People tend to choose a large share of automobile trips and take a longer length at the 

weekend (Gim, 2017). Therefore, in a specified land cell, the transport carbon emission 

during the weekdays and weekends need to be calculated separately. The Ovin data has 

recorded the travel behavior of sampled Dutch people by tracking their travel distance, 

modes, purpose, etc. on one day in a year. The recorded day is divided into weekdays 

and weekends. The first step is calculating weekdays and weekends per person carbon 

emission, respectively. Then, the carbon emission per person of weekdays and weekends 

is separately multiplied by yearly total weekdays and weekends. Finally, the annual per 

person carbon emission of weekdays and weekends is summed together to multiply with 

the total population in the cell. The calculation process can be concluded as equation(2.4). 

𝑇𝑖 = (
∑ 𝑇𝑗
𝑎
𝑗=1

𝑎
∙ 261 +

∑ 𝑇𝑗
𝑏
𝑗=1

𝑏
∙ 104) ∙ 𝑁𝑖 (2.4) 

Where 𝑎 is the number of people surveyed on the weekdays, 𝑏 is the number of people 

surveyed on the weekends, 𝑇𝑗 is the transport carbon emission of person 𝑗, 𝑇𝑖  is the total 

transport carbon emission in land cell 𝑖, 𝑁𝑖  is the total population in land cell 𝑖. The 

transport carbon emission per area (𝑡𝑖; 𝑘𝑔/𝑚
2) can be presented as equation(2.5). 

𝑡𝑖 =
𝑇𝑖

10000
 

(2.5) 

2.3.3 Resident carbon emission estimation 

Besides travel activities, human respiration of residents is also a source that producing 

carbon emission. The estimation is based on the population information extracted from 

the CBS data. The calculation process can be described as equation(2.6) in 100m*100m 

resolution. 

𝑅𝑖 = 𝑁𝑖 ∙ 𝑓𝑟    (2.6) 
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Where 𝑅𝑖  is the total resident carbon emission in land cell 𝑖, 𝑓𝑟  is the average annual 

carbon emission produced through human respiration per person, this value was set as 

76.3kg C per person per year (Running and Zhao, 2015).  

Resident carbon emission per area (𝑟𝑖; 𝑘𝑔/𝑚
2) is shown as equation(2.7). 

𝑟𝑖 =
𝑅𝑖

10000
 (2.7) 

 

2.3.4 Vegetation carbon emission estimation 

The vegetation sector contains carbon uptake through photosynthesis and carbon 

emission through respiration, the change of land use highly influences both of them 

during the urbanization (Xu et al., 2016). For the larger-scale carbon sequestration 

estimation, two methods are designed to provide the carbon sequestration results. The 

first method is based on the measurement of net ecosystem carbon flux. It is a sum 

parameter of different ecosystem fluxes such as gross primary production, autotrophic 

respiration, and heterotrophic respiration. Approaches for determining carbon flux range 

from enclosed monitor chambers to eddy flux aircraft due to the size of the research area 

(Li et al., 2017). In order to improve the standardization and collaboration between 

different regions, integrated database networks such as Euroflux were created to provide 

standard and high-quality data for carbon sequestration estimation. The second method 

is using remote sensing technology to estimate carbon sequestration. Remote sensing has 

been widely applied in acquiring landscape information, particularly the vegetation 

characteristics such as leaf area index (LAI) and vegetation coverage. The estimating 

algorithms used to calculate carbon sink are mainly based on the absorbed 

photosynthetically active radiation (APAR) from the vegetation and incident solar 

radiation (Song et al., 2013). With the development of GIS technology, various spatially 

explicit models were developed and widely applied to estimate the Gross Primary 

Productivity (GPP), Net Primary Productivity (NPP), and Net Ecosystem Productivity 

(NEP). Such as the Carnegie-Ames-Stanford Approach (CASA) (Eamus et al., 2010) and 

the C-fix model (Veroustraete et al., 2002). 

In this study, NPP was selected as the key ecological indicator to reflect the carbon 

sequestration of vegetation. The estimation of NPP is mainly based on the algorithm 

within the C-Fix model. C-Fix is a Monteith type parametric model driven by 

temperature, solar radiation, and the fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active 

radiation (fAPAR). It has been validated as a reliable model to estimate carbon sink 
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capacity in Europe (Chirici et al., 2007). In a certain given area, monthly NPP can be 

calculated through equation(2.8).  

𝑁𝑃𝑃 = [𝑝𝑇𝐴𝑀 ∙ 𝐶𝑂2𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑡 ∙ 𝜀 ∙ 𝑓𝐴𝑃𝐴𝑅 ∙ 𝑐 ∙ 𝑆𝑔, 𝑑] ∙ (1 − 𝐴𝑑) (2.8) 

Where 𝑝𝑇𝐴𝑀  is a temperature dependency factor, it represents the normalized 

temperature dependency of GPP (Wang, 1996); 𝐶𝑂2𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑡  represents normalized CO2  

fertilization factor, it was set as 1.26 under 25 ℃. 𝜀 is light use efficiency of vegetation. 

𝑓𝐴𝑃𝐴𝑅  is a fraction of the photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) absorbed by 

vegetation. 𝑐 is climatic efficiency giving the ratio of PAR to global radiation, its value 

is approximately equal to 0.48 (McCree, 1972), 𝑆𝑔, 𝑑 represents global radiation. The 

𝐴𝑑 is the fraction of assimilated photosynthate consumed by respiration of vegetation. 

The temperature dependency factor 𝑝𝑇𝐴𝑀 was computed based on the monthly data as 

presented in equation(2.9), all parameters using the mean value of the C-Fix model 

parameters.   

𝑝𝑇𝐴𝑀 =
𝑒
(𝐶1−

∆𝐻𝑎𝑝
𝑅𝑔𝑇

)

1 + 𝑒
(
∆𝑆𝑇−∆𝐻𝑑𝑝

𝑅𝑔𝑇
)

   (2.9) 

Where 𝐶1 is a constant that equals to 21.77;  ∆𝐻𝑎𝑝 is activation energy equal to 52750(J 

mol-1); ∆𝐻𝑑𝑝 is deactivation energy equal to 211000(J mol-1);𝑅𝑔 is gas constant equal to 

8.31(J K-1mol-1); 𝑇 is monthly air temperature (K); ∆𝑆 is Entropy of the denaturation 

equilibrium of CO2  equal to 704.98 (J K-1mol-1).   

The standard vegetation index 𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 was used to estimate 𝑓𝐴𝑃𝐴𝑅. 𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 is defined by 

near-infrared (NIR) and red (RED) bands. The value is ranging from -1 to 1. It mainly 

reflects the richness and characteristics of vegetation. The equation can be described as 

equation(2.10).  

𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 =
(𝜌𝑛𝑖𝑟 − 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑑)

(𝜌𝑛𝑖𝑟 + 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑑)
   (2.10) 

Where 𝜌𝑛𝑖𝑟  is the reflectance in the near-infrared band of the satellite sensor; 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑑  is the 

reflectance in the red band of the sensor. 𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 plays as an intermediary to estimate 

𝑓𝐴𝑃𝐴𝑅 in this paper. The relation between 𝑓𝐴𝑃𝐴𝑅 and 𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 was investigated using a 

radiative transfer model (Myneni and Williams, 1994). This model concluded a linear 

relationship that is described in equation(2.11). 

𝑓𝐴𝑃𝐴𝑅 = 1.4925 ∙ 𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 − 0.2537 (2.11) 

The total monthly amount of solar radiation on a specific location was estimated by 

ArcGIS. The simulation is based on a hemispherical viewshed algorithm. The input data 
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for the solar radiation calculation is the elevation and latitude information (Fu and Rich, 

1999).  

Light use efficiency 𝜀 is highly dependent on vegetation types. The 𝜀 employed in NPP 

estimation was extracted from NASA earth observing system MODIS land Algorithm 

(Running and Zhao, 2015), as shown in Table2.4.  

Table2.4 light use efficiency of various vegetation categories (Source: NASA earth 

observing system MODIS land Algorithm) 

Vegetation Category  Light Use Efficiency  

Evergreen Needleleaf Forest 0.962 

Evergreen Broadleaf Forest 1.268 

Deciduous Needleleaf Forest 1.086 

Deciduous Broadleaf Forest 1.165 

Mixed forests 1.051 

Closed Shrublands 1.281 

Open Shrublands 0.841 

Woody Savannas 1.239 

Savannas 1.206 

Grassland 0.86 

Croplands 1.044 

Based on the green space classification map obtained from the BGT database, the 𝜀 value 

was assigned to each vegetation category. As a result, the light use efficiency map was 

shown in Figure2.4.  
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Fig2.4 Light use efficiency map in Eindhoven 

The relative temperature dependency of autotrophic respiration is assumed to be state-

independent and only determined by temperature. Since maintenance respiration is 

strongly dependent on the canopy and living wood biomass (Goward and Dye, 1987), 

the simplified equation can be described as equation(2.12).  

𝐴𝑑 = (7.825 − 1.145𝑇𝑎)/100   (2.12) 

Where 𝐴𝑑  is the fraction of assimilated photosynthetic consumed by autotrophic 

respiration; 𝑇𝑎 is atmospheric temperature.  

Overall, the vegetation carbon sequestration is estimated by satellite image, DSM data, 

and vegetation categories. NPP was estimated monthly due to the reason that the satellite 

image was collected monthly from Landsat 8. Then, the monthly values are summed up 

to calculate the total NPP yearly. Based on the features of data sources, the estimation is 

carried on the 10m*10m resolution, the annual carbon sink in land cell 𝑖 (𝑉𝑖; 𝑘𝑔) and 

carbon sink per area ( 𝑣𝑖; 𝑘𝑔/𝑚
2 ) can be described as equation(2.13) and (2.14), 

respectively.  

𝑉𝑖 =∑𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑗

12

𝑗=1

 (2.13) 
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𝑣𝑖 =
𝑉𝑖
100

 (2.14) 

Where 𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑗  is the 𝑁𝑃𝑃 value of land cell 𝑖 in month 𝑗. 

2.3.5 Carbon emission integration 

In order to present the spatial distribution of carbon balance, all relevant maps need to 

be overlaid and calculated as the total carbon emission subtracting the amount of 

vegetation carbon sequestration. Based on the estimation process we discussed above, 

building carbon emission is presented on the six digital postcode polygon map, transport 

carbon emission and resident carbon emission are both shown on the 100*100m grid 

map. A vegetation carbon sink is presented on the 10m*10m cell map. Since the finest 

map has a resolution of 10m*10m, the estimation results of all sectors need to be adjusted 

to the same resolution level, and every cell is assigned with a feature ID. A maximum 

combined area method was applied to control the value conversion. Its rule can be 

described as: (1) when multiple features overlay a cell, the feature with the largest area 

will be selected. (2) when only one feature overlays the cell, it must overlay at least 50% 

area to be selected, or the cell will be assigned as no data value. (3) when more than one 

feature has the same size area, the one with the lowest feature ID is selected. Since all 

original data was converted to a smaller size, in most situations, the cell center falls 

within only one feature. Then the attribute of that feature can be directly assigned to the 

cell. This process is achieved through the conversion tool in ArcGIS. After conversion, 

the cells map of each sector was aggregated on one map with 10m*10m resolution to 

demonstrate the distribution of carbon balance on the city scale. The carbon balance of 

each cell can be calculated through equation(2.15). 

𝑐𝑖 = (𝑏𝑖 + 𝑡𝑖 + 𝑟𝑖 − 𝑣𝑖) (2.15) 

Where 𝑐𝑖 is carbon balance per area of land cell 𝑖. The total carbon balance of land cell 

𝐶𝑖 is calculated by multiplying the land cell area (100m2). The equation can be 

presented as (2.16). 

𝐶𝑖 = (𝑏𝑖 + 𝑡𝑖 + 𝑟𝑖 − 𝑣𝑖) ∙ 100    (2.16) 

2.4 Carbon emission estimation results 

Four maps were generated to illustrate carbon emission and the carbon sink of each sector 

in the case study of Eindhoven. 
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2.4.1 Building carbon emission 

Figure5a illustrates the annual building carbon emission per square meter in Eindhoven. 

It is presented as a downtown-centric radiation distribution. The emission intensity 

follows the density and layout of buildings. The high carbon emission areas are mostly 

located in the city center and west region next to the administrative boundary. There are 

also some dispersed distributes in the Woensel-Noord and Woensel-Zuid area. In 

contrast, the south and east regions of the city contribute less to building carbon emission. 

Suppose we combine the land use map (Fig2.1) with building carbon emission 

distribution (Fig2.5a). In that case, it can be concluded that most of the high carbon 

emission areas belong to the land use of either retail & service business or company 

premises. 

2.4.2 Transport and resident carbon emission 

The distribution of transport carbon emission is illustrated in Figure2.5b. The CO2 

produced by the human body is shown in Figure2.5c. Both of them are presented as 

radiation distribution with the city centrum as the center. Combined with the population 

distribution map (Fig2.2b), it can be seen that transport and resident carbon emission are 

directly related to the population density. The high population leads to high transport and 

resident carbon emission. Its layout also follows the distribution of residential areas 

(Fig2.1). Most of the high emission intensity areas are located in the residential land use.  

2.4.3 Vegetation carbon sequestration 

Figure2.5d shows the annual NPP distribution map. It is shown as a surrounding shape 

that encompasses the building sites in the middle. Based on the green space classification 

map (Fig2.2c), it can be observed that the majority of NPP occurs in the forest land. In 

addition, transit land and agricultural grassland also play a role in assimilating carbon 

emission.  
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Fig2.5 Carbon emission distribution of four sectors 

2.4.4 Carbon emission integration 

Considering of all emissions through human activities and all uptake through vegetation, 

the integrated carbon emission is shown in Figure2.6. It illustrates the spatial carbon 

balance in Eindhoven. This map contains 1320424 grids with a size of 10m*10m in total. 

From all grid cells, 1065934 performed as emission sources (80.73%) while 254490 as 

carbon sinks (19.27%). Most of the high carbon emission sources are located in the city 

center. They are spreading congruent with the built-up area and extending to the north, 

southwest, and southeast part of the city. In terms of carbon sinks, most of them gathering 

around the west part of Eindhoven. In other directions, there are also many carbon sinks 

located at the edge of the administrative border, which surround the carbon sources of 

the city. In general, the city center has the highest carbon emission, the closer to the 

outskirts, the lower the carbon emission.  
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2.4.5 Yearly carbon emission statistics 

Based on the administrative division in Eindhoven, the carbon emission and carbon 

intensity of each sector in 7 districts are presented as Table2.5. Building carbon emission 

of the entire research area was estimated to be approximately 565.28kt. It consists of 

305.80kt residential emission and 259.48kt commercial emission. Strijp area contributes 

to the highest building carbon emission (140.67kt), followed by the Woensel-Noord 

district (138.69kt). Considering the carbon intensity, Centrum ranked first on per area 

carbon emission (23.547kg/m2), this value is much higher than the other districts. The 

differences in carbon intensities among the rest districts are not significant. They range 

from 4.431kg/m2 to 7.658kg/m2. In the transport sector, travel behavior is responsible for 

approximately 465.84kt carbon emissions. Most of the carbon emission is related to the 

Woensel-Noord and Woensel-Zuid districts. More specifically, Woensel-Noord 

contributes to 129.22kt carbon emission, while Woensel-Zuid produces 80.18kt carbon 

emission. However, the highest carbon intensity is located in the Woensel-Zuid district 

(9.727kg/m2), followed by the Woensel-Noord district (6.931kg/m2). Besides the 

building and transport sectors, the carbon emission produced by human respiration is 

16.83kt. Woensel-Noord also processes the highest resident carbon emission (4.90kt). 

As for the carbon intensity, all districts share similar values (0.082-0.347kg/m2). Among 

them, Woensel-Zuid performs slightly higher than the other districts (0.347kg/m2). 

Concerning the carbon sink, total carbon uptake by vegetation is approximately 14.82kt. 

Strijp area has the highest value on carbon assimilation amount (5.37kt), while Tongelre 

has the highest value on carbon sequestration intensity (0.208kg/m2). In terms of the 

combining results from the four sectors, it can be concluded that the total carbon emission 

in the case study reaches 1033.13kt, the average carbon intensity in the city is 

11.625kg/m2. Woensel-Noord produces the highest total carbon emission (269.85kt), 

followed by the Strip area (205.20kt). Centrum ranks first at the carbon intensity 

(30.034kg/m2), followed by the Woensel-Zuid (17.610kg/m2).  
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Fig2.6 Total carbon balance in Eindhoven (2014) 
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Table2.5 Yearly total carbon flux by sectors in each district in Eindhoven, 2014 (kt)  

Urban 

Districts 
Population 

Area 

(ha) 
Building Transport Resident Vegetation Total 

Carbon emission amount (kt) 

Centrum 6845 265.73 62.57 16.92 0.52 -0.20 79.81 

Gestel 27615 953.72 54.06 57.88 2.09 -1.52 112.50 

Strijp 32490 2880.08 140.67 67.53 2.37 -5.37 205.20 

Stratum 33225 1152.44 64.23 69.59 2.49 -1.80 134.50 

Tongelre 21530 946.74 41.95 44.53 1.60 -1.97 86.11 

Woensel

-Noord 
64750 1864.39 138.69 129.22 4.90 -2.95 269.85 

Woensel

-Zuid 
38285 824.29 63.13 80.18 2.86 -1.01 145.16 

Total 224740 8887.40 565.28 465.84 16.83 -14.82 1033.13 

 

Carbon emission intensity (kg/m2) 

Centrum 6845 265.73 23.547 6.368 0.195 -0.075 30.034 

Gestel 27615 953.72 5.668 6.068 0.219 -0.159 11.796 

Strijp 32490 2880.08 4.884 2.345 0.082 -0.186 7.125 

Stratum 33225 1152.44 5.572 6.038 0.216 -0.156 11.671 

Tongelre 21530 946.74 4.431 4.703 0.169 -0.208 9.096 

Woensel

-Noord 
64750 1864.39 7.439 6.931 0.263 -0.158 14.474 

Woensel

-Zuid 
38285 824.29 7.658 9.727 0.347 -0.123 17.610 

Total 224740 8887.40 6.361 5.242 0.189 -0.167 11.625 

The amount and intensity of carbon emissions can be further examined by different land 

use types. The estimation results are shown in Table2.6. The residential area contributed 

to the majority of carbon emission (687.43kt). This amount takes approximately 65.30% 

of total carbon emission. The second-largest carbon emission source is company 

premises land (139.22kt), which contributed 13.22%. Company premises mainly refer to 

the land use owned by the business and industrial company. This type of land use usually 

involves buildings such as offices and factories. The carbon emission produced by retail 

trade land accounts for 90.70kt. It is followed by the transport land, which creates 53.48kt 

carbon emission. Their percentages are 8.61% and 5.07%, respectively. For other land 

use types such as public provision, socio-cultural provision, and park, their total carbon 

emissions only take a small proportion, and the sum percentage is 7.8%.  
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Table 2.6 Yearly carbon emission amount and intensity of different land use types 

Land use type Building Transport Resident Vegetation Total 

Carbon emission amount (kt) 

Residential area 278.78 397.34 13.91 -2.78 687.43 

Company premises  129.38 9.97 0.32 -0.53 139.22 

Retail trade 70.23 19.77 0.61 -0.05 90.70 

Transport land use 35.82 18.39 0.62 -1.02 53.48 

Public provision 3.14 1.00 0.03 -0.21 3.96 

Socio-cultural 

provision 

10.65 10.45 0.41 -0.49 21.02 

Forest 4.71 1.16 0.05 -2.37 3.56 

Park 12.87 11.32 0.40 -1.09 23.37 

Agricultural use 3.86 2.12 0.07 -4.00 2.04 

Sports field 6.31 1.61 1.61 -0.82 7.16 

Water area 4.81 0.71 0.03 -0.06 5.54 

Others 5.34 10.76 0.34 -1.20 15.25 

      

Carbon emission Intensity (kg/m2) 

Residential area 9.77 14.18 0.50 -0.10 24.09 

Company premises  14.69 4.24 0.14 -0.06 15.66 

Retail trade 46.72 16.04 0.50 -0.04 60.23 

Transport land use 5.54 8.63 0.29 -0.16 8.53 

Public provision 2.91 5.91 0.19 -0.21 3.64 

Socio-cultural 

provision 

3.30 8.11 0.32 -0.16 6.51 

Forest 0.53 1.80 0.07 -0.28 0.40 

Park 2.42 5.39 0.19 -0.22 4.39 

Agricultural land 0.31 0.31 0.31 -0.33 0.16 

Sports field 1.92 3.59 0.12 -0.25 2.18 

Water area 4.08 4.13 0.15 -0.19 4.62 

Others 0.87 7.49 0.24 -0.20 2.46 

In each sector, it can be clearly concluded that the residential area (278.78kt) contributes 

to the highest carbon emission in the building sector, followed by the company premises 

(129.38kt). Retail trade and transport land also play roles in the building sector's carbon 

emission. Their amounts account for 70.23kt and 35.82kt, respectively. In the transport 

sector, most of the carbon emission is produced by residential land (397.34kt). 

Comparing with residential land, transport carbon emissions in other land use types are 

rather small. They only make up 18% in total. Among these land use types, retail trade 
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and transport land have a significant impact on transport carbon emission. Their 

contributions are 19.77kt and 18.39kt, respectively. In the resident sector, residential land 

also produces the highest carbon emission amounting to 13.91kt. It is followed by sports 

field land, which contributes to 1.61kt resident carbon emission. As for the vegetation 

sector, agricultural land plays the most important role in carbon sequestration, 

accounting for -4.00kt. Residential area and forest also have a remarkable capacity on 

carbon sink. They assimilate -2.78kt and -2.37kt carbon emission, respectively.  

The carbon emission intensity is various among different land use types. In the building 

sector, building carbon intensity of retail trade land is 46.72kg/m2, which is much higher 

than the other types of land use. As the second-highest land use types, the carbon 

intensity of company premises is 14.69kg/m2. The minimum carbon intensity in the 

building sector belongs to the agricultural land. Its value accounts for 0.31kg/m2. In the 

transport sector, retail trade and residential land use have a relatively higher carbon 

intensity. Their values are 16.04kg/m2 and 14.18kg/m2, respectively. The lowest carbon 

intensity is in the agricultural land sector, with a value of 0.31kg/m2. As for the resident 

sector, the carbon intensities of different land use types are much lower than the building 

and transport sectors. Their values are also more even and close to each other. Among 

all land use types, residential and retail trade land use share the highest carbon intensity. 

Their values are both 0.50kg/m2. In contrast, forest land has the lowest resident carbon 

intensity. It only produces 0.07kg/m2. In the vegetation sector, agricultural land has the 

most significant carbon sequestration intensity, with a value of -0.33kg/m2. It is followed 

by forest land, which assimilates -0.28kg/m2. Retail trade and company premises land 

use have a relatively low carbon sink capacity. They represent as -0.04kg/m2 and -

0.06kg/m2 respectively. In summary, considering of all sectors, the highest carbon 

intensity is attributed to the retail trade land (60.23kg/m2). It is followed by residential 

land (24.09kg/m2) and company premises (15.66kg/m2). In contrast, agricultural land has 

the lowest carbon intensity (0.16kg/m2). It is followed by forest land (0.40kg/m2).  

2.5 Discussion 

In this estimating framework, land cells are used as the carrier of carbon emissions. 

Multiple estimation methods were applied to assess carbon emissions from different 

sectors (buildings, transport, vegetation, residents) on each land cell. The integrated 

estimation result has fully illustrated the distribution of carbon balance based on urban 

metabolism and carbon footprint. With the support of other urban geographical 

information such as land use, building types, and road network, the relation of carbon 

emission and urban form components can be easily captured through the overlaid maps. 

This study shows that the yearly variation of carbon emission and carbon sink is not 

considered during the estimating process. We only use 2014 data as the base year to 
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illustrate the carbon emission layout. As shown in Table2.5, building carbon emission 

appears to take the largest proportion of total carbon emissions in Eindhoven, followed 

by transport carbon emission. In contrast, resident and vegetation carbon emission only 

contribute a low percentage of the total amounts. Our study area consists of 7 districts, 

with Centrum has the highest intensity on building carbon emission, Tongelre has the 

highest intensity on vegetation carbon sequestration, Strijp ranking as the highest carbon 

source and carbon sink on building and vegetation sector respectively, Woensel-Noord 

and Woensel-Zuid are performing significantly on building and transport carbon 

emission.  

From the land use map (Fig2.1), it shows retail trade acts as the major land use type in 

Centrum district. Retail trade land usually shows a compact distribution of business and 

commercial buildings. Commercial buildings such as shopping malls, supermarkets, and 

hotels tend to have higher energy demand due to the massive usage of lighting and air 

conditioning facilities (Xu et al., 2013). As shown in Table2.6, the carbon intensity in 

retail trade land is significantly higher than in other land use types. Strijp district is a 

large area associated with company premises and forest land use, with company premises 

mainly referring to the office buildings and industrial factories. Due to the high energy 

consumption of production and public service facilities, the building carbon intensity of 

company premises land is rather high (Katunsky et al., 2013). In this paper, carbon 

emission produced during the industrial process is excluded from the company premises 

land. It only involves the energy used to maintain the operation of facilities. Forest land 

is considered as one of the most important carbon sinks. Its carbon intensity ranks as 

second right after agricultural land use. The massive forests make Strijp district the 

largest carbon sink in the case study. Woensel-Noord and Woensel-Zuid districts are the 

most compact residential areas among Eindhoven. Over 103035 residents, which takes 

45.85% of the entire population live in these two districts. As the most important carbon 

emission sources, residential area contributes most carbon emissions in the building, 

transport, and resident sectors. Comparing with other land use types, residential land is 

usually equipped with high population density leading to high carbon intensity. 

Considering the vast population in these two districts, their total carbon emission is 

significantly high. The land use types in Tongelre mainly consist of the residential area 

and a high ratio of green space (agricultural land and forest). Since agricultural land is 

equipped with the highest intensity on carbon sink and lowest intensity on carbon 

emission, the significant low carbon emission amount and carbon intensity in Tongelre 

is attributed to the high proportion of agricultural land.  

Overall, the land use types such as retail trade, company premises, and residential land 

accumulated the most carbon emissions. Since they are related to the major human 

activities, their proportions highly determine the carbon emission intensity in each 
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district. In contrast, agricultural land and forest make a large contribution to carbon 

sequestration. The major carbon sink such as Strijp and Tongelre are both leads by the 

high coverage of these two land use types. However, due to the great gap between carbon 

emission and sequestration intensity, the vegetation in each district can only self-

assimilate the carbon emission from the resident sector. Therefore, solely extending the 

green space may not have a significant impact on reducing carbon emission.  

There are still several limitations in the presented case study of the carbon emission 

estimation process. In the transport sector, only age and gender are considered as 

constraints. The simulated population layout may have some differences with the 

realistic situation due to the lack of more specific spatial constraint data. It leads to 

uncertainty in representing the distribution of resident travel behavior. Since the accuracy 

of synthetic population distribution highly depends on the restricted conditions, the 

accuracy of simulated results will be greatly improved with a more sophisticated 

constrain database. For the vegetation sector, the C-Fix model is usually applied on the 

regional scale instead of the city scale. The shrinking of the research scale may cause 

inconformity between parameters and resolution. To obtain more accurate results, more 

field survey data is needed to support their estimation. Besides, due to the conversion 

process rules, some land cells may have been assigned with the buildings and population 

which are physically at large distances. Further, their carbon emissions have been 

allocated to the land use categories such as forest, park, and transport which usually do 

not produce carbon emission. It leads to the phenomenon that some estimation results do 

not fit with the reality. For instance, some cells where covered by green space land use 

such as forest, park, and agricultural land has more carbon emission than carbon 

sequestration. Some cells covered by transport land use also contribute certain amounts 

of carbon emission. 

The geographic carbon emission estimating framework offers an approach to 

comprehensively capture the carbon sources and carbon sinks principally associated with 

the spatial layout. It provides important references for mitigating GHG emission from 

the perspective of urban spatial planning. Further research can be conducted on analyzing 

the relation between carbon emission and urban land use. The production of carbon 

emission among different land use functions can be easily distinguished. By 

incorporating the building information, the urban land use can be classified into more 

detailed sub-categories through statistical analysis methods such as clustering or 

classification (Lechner et al., 2013; Weng et al., 2018). The fine-scale spatial information 

can present the impact of detailed characteristics such as building types and building 

height on carbon emission. To meet the imperious demands of establishing an energy-

saving low-carbon city, future research may also wish to find the area which needs to be 

reformed to meet the specific carbon reduction goal (Gomi et al., 2007). By implicating 
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the new energy policy, such as replacing natural gas or reinforcing the use of renewable 

energy, the estimating framework can also be used to predict the variation of carbon 

emission under certain development scenarios (Moghadam et al., 2017). Above all, the 

geographical carbon emission estimating framework provides an important tool for urban 

planners to make a spatial planning decision. It also helps them to evaluate the 

performance of a low carbon city policy.  

2.6 Conclusion 

Due to global climate change, carbon emission reduction has become an urgent topic. 

Sophisticated spatial planning could be the key to achieving low carbon development. 

Based on the theory of urban metabolism and carbon footprint addressing vertical fluxes, 

this paper presents a comprehensive framework to estimate the carbon emission on the 

city scale. The framework involves four key sectors (building, transport, resident, and 

vegetation) and reveals their distribution on a fine geographic scale (10m*10m cells). 

Building and resident carbon emissions were extracted from CBS data and geographic 

information, transport carbon emission was simulated through a synthetic population. 

Remote sensing technology was applied to estimate carbon sequestration. Eindhoven is 

employed as a case study to verify the feasibility of the framework.  

The case study results clearly illustrated a spatial carbon inventory of the total emission 

in each sector on the city scale. It indicates that retail trade, company premises, and 

residential areas are the three principal emission carriers. They contribute 87.14% of 

carbon emission in total. Agricultural land and forest carry the lowest carbon emission. 

Their carbon emission amount only accounts for approximately 0.2% and 0.3%, 

respectively. The distribution and proportion of these land use types have a significant 

impact on carbon emission. They are the key to reducing carbon emission under the 

perspective of urban spatial planning. The spatial carbon inventory has illustrated its 

potential in reflecting the relationship between carbon emission and spatial attributes, 

namely land use types in this study. It can be used for establishing baseline and carbon 

reduction goals in specific regions. 

Further research could focus on the carbon balance of various land use patterns, 

investigating the relation between carbon consequence and built environment attributes 

such as building density, the constituent of residential and commercial buildings, and 

green space ratio. The analysis can be used to suggest further carbon reduction and land 

use optimization policy. However, the assessment process still has some limitations, 

mainly due to the limited open data. For rigorous city scale research, more sophisticated 

estimation approaches could be incorporated in future research.  
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In summary, this chapter has built a valuable framework to estimate carbon emission 

distribution on the city scale with open data. It is based on a strong foundation to explore 

the carbon reduction measures associated with urban spatial planning. Urban managers 

and policymakers can consider this when redesigning the urban spatial distribution and 

planning urban land use change in the future. 
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3    

3.1 Introduction 

Previous research has demonstrated that the spatial distribution of the built environment 

plays an important role in mitigating carbon emission since it can directly define the 

spatial organization and arrangement of related infrastructures and human activities 

(Khan and Pinter, 2016; Sun et al., 2016). Research on the built environment usually 

refers to the urban form characteristics such as density, land use diversity, and landscape 

composition. They are the physical patterns, layout, and structures that make up the urban 

environment. Urban landscape research, on the other hand, deploys land use patterns to 

describe landscape configuration concerning size, shape, complexity, and compactness. 

Most spatial analysis studies mainly rely on the raster data to structure the case study 

map, largely due to its simplicity on data collection and spatial attributes assessment. As 

for vector data, the process of spatial query and topological evaluation is relatively 

complicated. However, vector data can better fit the realistic situation, and it is more 

suitable to reflect planning practice (Yao et al., 2019). Vector data usually deploy on 

land use patterns to describe the geometric information and landscape configuration. As 

the spatial carrier of carbon sources and carbon sinks, land use pattern is the basic unit 

to represent carbon emission intensity on a different spatial scale from cadastral plots to 

neighborhoods. Previous studies have proven that the street block level is the most 

appropriate scale to describe the urban structure. It can provide sufficient fundamental 

detail to urban planners (Bochow et al., 2010).  

The built environment of land use patterns can be measured through a series of spatial 

attributes quantifying built-up and greenspace characteristics. Remote sensing 

technology plays a crucial role in collecting relevant spatial data. With the support of 

satellites and airborne sensors that can acquire multi-spectral information with high 

resolution, it is possible to describe the urban area in a detailed characterization. LiDAR 

system represents the vertical structure of terrain and above-ground elements with the 

point cloud, capturing the accurate three-dimensional information at a fine-scale (Yan et 

al., 2015). Usually, the basic above-ground elements will be identified as buildings or 

vegetations according to their shape and spectral characteristics. The remote sensing data 
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can then be further used in defining the spatial attributes that describe geometry or area 

coverage (Hermosilla et al., 2014). Different built environment characteristics of each 

land use pattern have a significant impact on energy consumption and resulting in GHG 

emission. For example, a dispersed residential land use pattern made up of detached 

houses usually consumes more energy than the attached compact communities (Holden 

and Norland 2005; Ewing and Rong 2008).  

The urban landscape of land use patterns can be measured by landscape metrics. It was 

initially developed in ecological studies based on the theoretical concepts of disturbance, 

information theory, and island biology (Geoghegan et al., 1997). They were proven to be 

useful in quantifying landscape attributes such as size, complexity, diversity, and 

neighborhood characteristics (Lu and Guldmann, 2012). Landscape metrics have been 

widely conducted to solve urban environmental problems from the perspective of urban 

planning. Some scholars have used these metrics to examine the effect of urban form on 

land surface temperature (Yin et al., 2018). Others have used landscape metrics to 

investigate the impact of urban form on air pollution (Zhou et al., 2018) and GHG  

emission (Liu and Sweeney, 2012). However, most studies apply landscape metrics to 

quantify the urban form from the perspective of the whole city. They failed to investigate 

the configuration and composition differences within the city constituted of various land 

use patterns. These differences may provide valuable information to distinguish the 

spatial layout of various infrastructures. The results can provide detailed guidance on 

neighborhood planning, determining the land use on the microscale.  

Due to the high performance of complex and heterogeneous in urban land cover, the 

description of spatial characteristics always relies on a set of high dimensional 

geometrics datasets. It contains all possible landscape metrics for the identification of 

spatial features. To obtain the spatial features that significantly impact the target variable, 

it is necessary to reduce the correlation among the high-dimensional dataset (Li et al., 

2011). Machine learning algorithms are commonly associated with feature selection 

methods to reduce the redundancy caused by autocorrelation between parameters. 

Feature selection is widely used to reduce the redundancy caused by the autocorrelation 

among parameters. In general, most feature selection methods are associated with 

machine learning algorithms (Prendinger et al., 2013), which can be further divided into 

three categories: filter, wrappers, and embedded. Where filter tends to select a set of 

features regardless of the model based on the correlation between variables (e.g., 

principal component analysis, PCA); wrappers used the learning machine of interest as 

a black box to rank a set of features according to their predictive power (e.g., Random 

Forest, RF and recursive feature extraction for support vector machine, SVM-RFE); and 

embedded methods combining the advantages of both previous methods, it selects 

features during the training process and performs feature selection classification 
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simultaneously according to a given learning algorithm. As one of the most common 

features selection strategies, Random Forest (RF) algorithm was widely applied to 

improve the accuracy of selected results. As a method based on the ensembles of 

classification trees, it has many advantages, such as high accuracy and robustness against 

overfitting training data. It also gives feature scores that can be used to measure the 

importance of variables (Díaz-Uriarte and Alvarez de Andrés, 2006).    

To investigate the geographical characteristics among land use patterns, a variety of 

classification methods have been widely applied for determining land use categories 

from the remote sensing data, including maximum likelihood classification (MLC), 

multinomial logistic regression (MNLR), decision tree classification (DTC), 

classification and regression tree (CART), etc. Among these methods, the most common 

approach is MLC. It has difficulties in extracting objects with multiple variables, which 

leads to low accuracy on classification (Sunar Erbek et al., 2004). MNLR is widely 

applied to linear classification issues. However, it mainly focuses on the dynamic process 

such as land use change and urban expansion. In most cases, MNLR aims to predict the 

probabilities of possible outcomes of the target variable. The outcomes are not usually 

fit with the requirement of the static classification research (Corona et al., 2008)(Fang et 

al., 2007). Since Support Vector Machine (SVM) can get the optimal separating 

hyperplane during the training process, it usually has better accuracy than other 

classification algorithms. Although SVM can deal with the high dimensional and 

nonlinear dataset, its sensitivity to the initial parameters may cause uncertainty during 

the training process (Cao et al., 2019). DTC can provide an intuitive structure of the 

classification, and it has no requirements for the assumptions of the input data 

distribution. Therefore, it can easily integrate with other methods to get wider 

applicability (Hua et al., 2017). However, DTC is usually applied to deal with discrete 

structure data. It has great difficulties in solving the vector map with fragmented 

landscapes and complex terrain (Yang et al., 2017). Comparing with DTC, CART 

inherits all advantages of general decision trees. It not only carries out the capacity for 

classification but can also be applied to predict the regression of continuous variables 

(Lawrence et al., 2004). It has high operational efficiency in estimating the non-linear 

relationship between independent and dependent variables. The regression tree model is 

considered a higher accuracy and predictability approach than other linear regression 

models (Yang et al., 2003). Due to the advantages of CART on the land use classification, 

it has been widely used on the fine-scale urban land use studies. Many researchers 

implemented CART to estimate the impervious surface in the urban area (J. Wang et al., 

2018). Others used it to classify the urban area's vegetation types based on the land cover 

map (Verhulp and Van Niekerk, 2017).   
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Many researchers consider land use as the topography of built and green infrastructure 

(Hecht et al., 2015). However, the influences of these characteristics on ecological 

performance remain less understood. Besides, the complexities of landscape structure in 

the urban area also increase the difficulty in investigating the relationship between 

landscape structure and ecological function (Holt et al., 2015). In this case, an aggregate 

methodology is usually applied to conceptualize the land use characteristics based on 

their landscape metrics. Combined with the pre-processing analysis such as PCA, this 

method can generalize the common principles of the landscape metrics and further divide 

them into different categories (Lechner et al., 2013). It can significantly simplify the 

process of modeling and analysis. The scientific challenge is to determine how these 

components influence the ecological function and validate the unique structure in each 

land use pattern. To completely demonstrate the composition of the artificial structure 

and natural vegetation, the local climate zone (LCZ) has been proposed as a generic land-

cover/land-use classification scheme that divided the urban area into 17 categories (Hu 

et al., 2018). Although it was originally designed for temperature study, the 

morphological structure can also reflect the status of energy consumption and population 

density. Height was considered the key factor in the definition of LCZ classes, and the 

DSM was applied to identify the height information. Lidar technology allows to capture 

the relevant data and characterizes the vertical structure at a fine spatial scale (Yan et al., 

2015). By incorporating the vertical structure into the landscape pattern analysis, it is 

possible to provide a more precise insight on quantifying landscape metrics (Gage and 

Cooper, 2017).   

Due to the rich resources in natural gas and the position as the trade and transfer center 

in Europe, the Netherlands is way behind the target of ratified COP21 (21th Conference 

of the Parties) commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emission. The agreement has been 

agreed that national CO2  emissions may reach a maximum of 25M tons in 2030 

(Maclagan, 2015). That is a reduction of approximately 17% compared to 1990. A zero-

emission action plan has been proposed in the Netherlands to elaborate on ambitions, 

intermediate goals, and concrete measures. Following this plan, more sustainable spatial 

planning is needed to achieve carbon reduction goals (CE Delft, 2017). This paper aimed 

to analyze the relation between spatial characteristics of urban land use and carbon 

emission. Landscape metrics were introduced to measure the land use attributes, mainly 

referring to the land use function and land cover composition. RF was then conducted 

for eliminating redundant features that have no significant impact on carbon emission. 

The aggregation of land use patterns was achieved by hierarchical cluster analysis on the 

principal component (HCPC). The clusters divide land use patterns into different land 

use categories. Lastly, the relation between selected landscape metrics of each land use 

category and carbon emission was measured through the random forest algorithm. It 
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clearly demonstrates the influences of land use structural characteristics on carbon 

emission.    

3.2 Data sources 

The city of Eindhoven was divided into 6754 irregular patterns according to the road 

network, the areas are ranged from 0.01ha to 733.682ha, and the mean value is 

approximately 1.213ha. Within the city boundary, 97.2% of buildings are lower than 

13m. Most of the high-rise buildings were developed in the period from 2000 onwards. 

As the high-tech center, there are numerous industrial land sites distributed in this city. 

They consume a large proportion of energy. As the greenest city among the largest five 

cities in the Netherlands, the green coverage has reached 51.12%. The area green per 

house is almost 100m2. In summary, the land use patterns in Eindhoven have 

demonstrated a rich diversity on the land use function and land cover composition. They 

can be used to present the carbon emission differences caused by the variety of spatial 

layout. 

The land use function map was extracted from the CBS database in 2012. It represents 

the distribution of different land use types in Eindhoven (Fig3.1a); The land cover map 

contains detailed information regarding buildings and vegetation, which can be obtained 

from Basic registration Addresses and Buildings (BAG) and BGT database, respectively. 

All land cover information was classified based on their types, function, and height 

(Fig3.1b); the DSM is acquired from the AHN2 in 2014. It represents the altitude 

information of Eindhoven on 0.5*0.5m resolution (Fig3.1c); Building and vegetation 

map is also extracted from the BAG and BGT database. It mainly consists of the location 

and spatial layout information. It was used to identify differences between building and 

vegetation on the DSM data (Fig3.1d); The carbon emission distribution in Eindhoven is 

calculated by a city-scale geographic carbon emission estimation framework based upon 

building, transport, vegetation, and resident sectors. The details of the estimation process 

could be seen in chapter 2. The estimation results were integrated and presented through 

ArcGIS (Fig3.1e); The major data analysis procedures were divided into three steps: 

quantification of land use patterns, land use classification, the relation between land use 

category and carbon emission. The flowchart is presented as Fig3.2.  
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Fig3.1 Data sources map in Eindhoven 
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Fig3.2 Flowchart of major steps in the analysis 

3.3 Quantification of land use patterns 

3.3.1 Landscape metrics  

The quantification is applied to the individual land use pattern. It reflects the urban layout 

on the neighborhood scale. Since buildings and vegetations are the main impact factors 

on carbon emission in the urban area, their geographic shape and vertical structure are 

expected to play an important role in carbon emission. To distinguish the differences 

among land cover elevation, buildings and vegetations are classified based on their 

vertical structure. Table3.1 shows the specific land cover categories and their description 

in the study area. It includes different patches such as low-rise building (LB), mid-rise 

building (MB), high-rise building (HB), low vegetation (LV), high vegetation (HV), 

impervious land (IMP), and water (W). 
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Table3.1 Description of land cover categories 

Land Cover Categories Description 

Building Low-rise Building (LB) Building height below 13m 

 Mid-rise Building (MB) Building height between 13m and 20m 

 High-rise Building (HB) Building height beyond 20m 

Vegetation Low Vegetation (LV) Vegetation lower than 3m 

 High Vegetation (HV) Vegetation higher than 3m 

Impervious 

Land 

Impervious Land (IMP) Artificial structures such as pavements 

and parking lots. 

Water Water (W) Natural or artificial water body such as 

river, pool, and lake 

The geographic attributes of land use patterns can be assessed through landscape metrics 

to quantify the extent, configuration, and fragmentation of each pattern. According to the 

land cover data extracted from each land use pattern, landscape metrics can be calculated 

through FRAGSTATS 4.2. Based on the level of heterogeneity, the landscape metrics 

exist at three different scales (patch-level, class-level, and landscape-level). Their 

detailed definitions are described in the help document of FRAGSTATS 4.2 (Mcgarigal, 

2015). Many landscape metrics share a similar theoretical basis. To avoid redundancy, a 

subset of all FRAGSTATS metrics was applied to reflect the landscape structure at class 

and landscape levels (Cushman et al., 2008). The selected metrics are presented in 

Table3.2. It contains 12 class-level metrics and 13 landscape-level metrics. Class-level 

metrics describe the size, shape, and neighborhood attributes of specific land cover 

categories. Since the land cover was divided into 7 categories, 84 class-level variables 

were involved in this study. In contrast, landscape metrics integrated all patches in each 

land use pattern, which describes the landscape characteristics such as texture, class 

diversity, heterogeneity, and graininess. The total number of landscape metrics used in 

the analysis is 97. According to measurement, all landscape metrics can be loosely 

classified into four metrics categories: area&edge, composition, 

contagion&interspersion, and subdivision (Turner and Gardner, 2015). This 

classification provides a general description of landscape metrics based on the spatial 

characteristics that they are describing. The numeric characters in the Table3.2 

()indicate for each landscape metric the category they belong to. 
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Table 3.2 Landscape metrics used in the analysis 

Class-level  Landscape-level 

metrics Description  metrics Description  

AREA_MN* 
 

Mean patch size AI Aggregation index 

CLUMPY* Clumpiness index CONT

AG 

Contagion index 

COHESION*
 

Patch cohesion DIVISI

ON 

Division index 

ED* Edge density IJI Interspersion/juxtaposition 

index 

GYRATE_M

N* 

Mean radius of gyration LPI Largest patch index 

IJI* Interspersion/ 

juxtaposition index 

LSI Landscape shape index  

LPI* Largest patch index NP Number of patches 

LSI* Landscape shape index PD Patch density 

NLSI* Normalized landscape 

shape index 

PR Patch richness 

NP* Number of patches PRD Patch richness density  

PD* Patch density SHDI
 

Shannon’s diversity index 

PLAND* Proportion of landscape SIDI Simpson’s patch diversity 

  SIEI Simpson’s patch evenness 

*refers to the land cover categories: LB, MB, HB, LV, HV, IMP, W (see Table3.1) 

: area&edge, : composition, : contagion&interspersion, : subdivision 

3.3.2 Spatial attributes 

Building and vegetation are expected as the key elements in the study of low carbon city 

planning. Their geographic structure and spatial layout have a significant impact on the 

carbon emission in the urban area. To reflect the geometrics of building and vegetation 

on a fine scale, the quantification of spatial attributes is conducted on each individual 

land use pattern (Pauleit and Duhme, 2000). Numerous spatial attributes are extracted 

based on building and vegetation covers. These covers were obtained from the BAG and 

BGT database, consisting of the distribution of building patches and vegetation patches, 

respectively. Combining with the high-spatial-resolution DSM image obtained using 

LiDAR technology, the pixels on the DSM image were classified into building class and 

vegetation class based on their coverage.  

In general, the spatial attributes used to describe the land use patterns are defined as three 

groups: (1) descriptors of the landscape and shape properties of building patches; (2) 

geometric and volumetric attributes regarding of building patches; (3) geometric and 

volumetric attributes regarding of vegetation patches. The complexity of building 
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patches contour is mainly quantified through shape metrics (shape index, fractal 

dimension, and compactness). Shape index (SI) measures the patch shape complexity 

comparing with the same size patch with a standard shape. Fractal dimension (FD) offers 

a numerical description for patch shape by computing fractal complexity as a ratio of the 

change in scale. Compactness (C) measures the degree of a patch which close to a circle. 

The geometric and volumetric attributes of buildings are described in terms of number, 

height, area, and volume. The number of buildings (𝑁) in each land use pattern can be 

directly accounted for from the BAG database. The building height is characterized by 

maximum (𝑚𝑎𝑥ℎ), mean (ℎ̅), and standard deviation (𝑆𝐷ℎ) value, which computed from 

the BAG and DSM data. Building coverage ratio (BCR) is used to describe the geometric 

features of buildings. It computed the proportion of the area covered by building class. 

The result was expressed as a percentage. The volumetric attributes of buildings were 

derived by combining the height information with geometric features. The sum volume 

of buildings (𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝐵) presented the volume of all building patches in individual land 

use pattern while the mean volume of buildings (𝑚𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝐵) expressed the average 

value. Analogously, vegetation coverage ratio (VCR) computed the proportion of the 

area covered by vegetation class. The sum volume of vegetations (𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑉) can be 

derived by combining the height information with vegetation coverage area. Since the 

shape and area of each land use pattern is different from each other, many non-

proportional spatial attributes (perimeter of buildings, buildings volume, mean buildings 

volume, buildings number, building coverage area, vegetations volume, vegetation 

coverage area) were normalized to fit the requirement of vector study. The spatial 

attributes in this study were presented as Table3.3. 
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Table3.3 Spatial attributes and equations extracted from land use patterns 

Attribute (Unit) Equation 

Perimeter of Buildings (m) 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵  

Normalized Perimeter of Buildings (m) 𝑛𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵 =
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
 

Normalized Buildings Volume (m3/m2) 𝑛𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝐵 =
∑ ℎ𝑖
𝑏
𝑖 𝑟2

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
 

Normalized Mean Buildings Volume (m3/m2) 𝑛𝑚𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝐵 =
𝑠𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝐵
𝑁 ∙ 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

 

Normalized Buildings Number (/m2) 𝑛𝑁 =
𝑁

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
 

Building Coverage Ratio (%) 𝐵𝐶𝑅 =
∑ 𝑟2𝑏
𝑖

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
∙ 100 

Max Building Height (m) 𝑚𝑎𝑥ℎ = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(ℎ𝑖) 

Mean Building Height (m) ℎ̅ =
∑ ℎ𝑖
𝑛
𝑖

𝑁
 

SD of Building Height (m) 𝑆𝐷ℎ = √
∑ (ℎ𝑖 − ℎ̅)

2𝑛
𝑖

𝑛 − 1
 

Compactness of Buildings 𝐶 =
4 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝐵
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵

 

Shape Index of Buildings 𝑆𝐼 =
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵

4 ∙ √𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝐵
 

Fractal Dimension of Buildings 𝐹𝐷 =
log(𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐵/4)

log(𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝐵)
 

Normalized Vegetations Volume (m3/m2) 𝑛𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑉 =
∑ ℎ𝑖
𝑣
𝑖 𝑟2

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
 

Vegetation Coverage Ratio (%) 𝑉𝐶𝑅 =
∑ ℎ𝑖
𝑣
𝑖 𝑟2

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
∙ 100 

Note: 𝑏: the number of the pixel covered by building class; 𝑣:  the number of the pixel 

covered by vegetation class; ℎ𝑖: height obtaining from AHN2 for the pixel 𝑖; 𝑟: spatial 

resolution; 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎: area of land use pattern. 

3.4 Land use classification methodology 

3.4.1 Hierarchical clustering on principal 

components 

As an exploratory technique, cluster analysis provides a systematic way of grouping the 

land use patterns (Ducret et al., 2016). In this paper, hierarchical cluster analysis was 

employed to identify the vector patterns with similar land use function composition. It 
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can objectively group the land use patterns based on their geographical similarities and 

differences (Zheng et al., 2018). The proportional land cover (PLAND) of each land use 

function was chosen as the metric to illustrate their spatial composition. Euclidean 

distance was used to measure distance, Ward.D2 linkage as the clustering algorithm, 

while the clustering procedure was executed using the hclust function in R (Flynt and 

Dean, 2016). The number of clusters was visually determined by inspecting the 

dendrogram to reduce land use function into several distinct clusters. 

To evaluate the importance of landscape metrics on carbon emission, the random forest 

algorithm was applied to filter the landscape metrics of each land use function cluster 

produced by the hierarchical cluster analysis. Random forest is used as a Wrapper 

features selection methodology since it can deal with the high dimensional data and use 

a large number of trees in the ensemble (Ma et al., 2017). Additionally, the random 

selection method of variables seeks to minimize the correlation between the trees in the 

ensemble. The calculation of conditional variable importance could be achieved through 

the “Boruta” package in R. It adds randomness to the given data set by creating shuffled 

copies of all features called shadow features (Kursa and Rudnicki, 2015). Following, it 

trains a random forest classifier using the extended data set and applies a feature 

importance measure to evaluate the importance of each feature. At every iteration, every 

real feature will be checked whether it has higher importance than the best of its shadow 

features. The features which are deemed unimportant will be removed. Finally, the 

algorithm will stop when all features are confirmed or rejected. 

Since landscape metrics usually have significant autocorrelation, it is necessary to reduce 

the multi-dimension dataset into a few continuous variables containing the most 

important information in the data (Lamine et al., 2018). As one of the most widely used 

dimensionality reduction methodology, principal component analysis (PCA) is a very 

useful step for visualizing and processing high-dimensional datasets (Faisal and Shaker, 

2017). The HCPC approach aims to combine the PCA method with the cluster analysis. 

It can be considered the cluster analysis method (K-means or hierarchical cluster analysis) 

plus a denoising step, leading to a more stable clustering result (Gayathri and Sobana, 

2015). In this paper, HCPC was mainly used to solve the redundancy caused by the 

autocorrelation of landscape metrics. It will firstly create a new combination of variables 

representing the most important features within each land use category. To estimate the 

number of their principal components, the fa.parallel function in R was applied to assess 

the eigenvalue criteria. Then, the hierarchical cluster is performed using Ward’s criterion 

on the selected principal components. We apply elbow test and multiple criteria 

measurement to determine the number of clusters, using wssplot() and NbClust() 

function in R, respectively, considering every cluster as the sub-category in each land 

use category (R Development Core Team, 2011). 
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The carbon emission distribution for every land use category and sub-category can be 

calculated from the carbon emission for all land use patterns in Eindhoven. Therefore, 

the measurement of conditional variables importance can be achieved through the 

“Boruta” package in R. The calculation results of the random forest algorithm can 

successfully illustrate the important differences of the selected landscape metrics on 

carbon emission. They can distinguish the differences in carbon emission caused by the 

composition and the configuration in each land use category. 

3.4.2 Regression tree 

To select the features that significantly impact carbon emission, it is necessary to 

measure the importance of spatial attributes on carbon emission. As a wrapper feature 

selection methodology, RF can deal with the high dimensional data and use a mass of 

trees in the ensemble (Ma et al., 2017). It seeks to minimize the correlation between the 

trees in the ensemble. The evaluation of spatial attributes conditional variable importance 

could also be calculated by the “Boruta” package in R. It adds randomness to the given 

data set by creating shuffled copies of all features called shadow features (Kursa and 

Rudnicki, 2015). Then, a random forest classifier is trained with the extended data set to 

measure the importance of each feature. It will check whether the importance of real 

features is higher than the best of its shadow feature in each iteration. The features which 

are deemed unimportant will be automatically removed. The algorithm will stop when 

all features are confirmed or rejected. The filtered results show the important differences 

among selected spatial attributes.  

For the urban land use classification concerning the driver of carbon emission. We used 

the regression tree algorithm based on the classification and regression tree (CART) 

theory (Breiman et al., 2017). It provides a rule-based model for predicting a continuous 

response variable from various explanatory variables. In this study, CART is used to 

predict the values of carbon emission variables in different spatial attributes contexts. 

CART is achieved by an iterative process known as binary recursive partitioning. The 

partition is based on the principle of maximizing the measure of node homogeneity. This 

explanatory variable can maximize the reduction in the residual sum of squares or 

deviance is selected to split available samples. The split results can be presented as a 

binary decision tree where the branch on the right presents a district in which samples’ 

split variable is greater than the split value. This process will keep repeating on the 

descendant nodes until all samples fall into their corresponded nodes. The regression tree 

model begins with the full dataset and proceeds through a series of non-terminal nodes 

to end up with terminal nodes containing predicted values. It uses a set of calibration data 

to establish the relationship between the response variable and explanatory variables. 

Since the regression tree model could be too elaborate and fitting with many noisy 
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features, which leads to the arbitrary and inaccuracy for generalization and interpretation. 

To avoid overfitting, pruning is normally conducted to simplify the regression tree by 

removing excessive nodes. It can improve the predictive accuracy of the regression tree 

model through cross-validation. First, a large and perfectly fit tree is grown based on one 

portion of the calibration data. Then, the remaining calibration data is passed down 

through the trees. The tree size is optimized by minimizing the cross-validated error. The 

pruning process will end when the deviance has reached a minimum or the corresponding 

decrease in deviance can justify no more additional nodes. The establishment and 

analysis of CART can be performed through the “rpart” package in R. The analysis 

results of CART not only illustrate the carbon emission of the land use pattern under 

different contexts. Objectively, all land use patterns are also classified into different 

categories based on their spatial attributes.   

3.5 Hierarchical analysis on land use function 

According to the land use function proportion in each land use pattern, agglomerative 

clustering has produced nine distinct groups (see Fig3.3 and Table3.4). Cluster1 was 

dominated by the residential land use function, as it was the group with most land use 

patterns (n=3679). It was followed by cluster8, mainly made up of transport land use 

function (n=1058). Cluster3 (n=686) has a high cover of the park and sports field, 

following recreation land use. Cluster2 (n=327) comprises agriculture and company 

premises land use, representing the farmland with industrial facilities. Most of the 

factories and offices are included in the cluster5 (n=290), while cluster9 (n=283) is 

characterized as a cemetery or dump field. Cluster7 (n=207) and cluster4 (111) are 

dominated by social-cultural provision and commercial buildings.   
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Fig3.3 Hierarchical cluster analysis of land use function 

Table 3.4 Cluster analysis result of land use function 

 Main land use 

function 

Statistics of main land use function 
No. 

Mean Min Max Median 

Cluster1 Residential 

Area  

95.35% 26.62% 100% 100% 3679 

Cluster2 Company 

premises 

20.06% 0% 74.86% 0% 327 

Agriculture  23.38% 0% 100% 0% 

Cluster3 Recreation 91.36% 0% 100% 100% 686 

Cluster4 Retail trade  82.30% 38.48% 100% 94.22% 111 

Cluster5 Company 

premises 

96.39% 68.41% 100% 100% 290 

Cluster6 Forest 90.66% 55.36% 100% 98.29% 113 

Cluster7 Social-cultural 

Area 

96.34% 59.87% 100% 100% 207 

Cluster8 Transport 89.29% 22.20% 100% 100% 1058 

Cluster9 Others 94.03% 37.66% 100% 100% 283 

According to the hierarchical cluster analysis results, 56.85% of land use patterns were 

identified as the residential area. As the major land use function in this study area, it 

needs more precise classification to identify the variation between the geographical 

attributes. Transport land use is usually considered as the extension of the road network, 

so it remains unchangeable in this study. Since recreation and forest usually play a role 

in carbon sequestration, their vegetation layout may significantly impact carbon emission, 

and therefore also requires further cluster analysis on the landscape metrics. For the rest 

of land use functions, their carbon emission mainly depends on their specific function, 
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which is not related to the spatial layout of the buildings. In this study, the landscape 

metrics selection was only applied to the residential area, recreation, and forest groups.  

3.6 Land use classification based on 

landscape metrics 

3.6.1 Land use category classification  

There are total of 84 class-level and 13 landscape-level metrics generated in this study, 

the feature selection of landscape metrics was performed on the initial set of metrics 

through the random forest algorithm. The residential area resulted in a 16.5% reduction 

(from 97 initial features to 81 remaining features). In green space land use functions such 

as recreation and forest, the features selection on the landscape metrics leads to an 

impressive reduction of 62.9% (from 97 initial features to 36 remaining features) and 

92.8% (from 97 initial features to 7 remaining features) respectively. The selection 

results were demonstrated in Fig3.4, a,b,c illustrated the variables that significantly 

impact carbon emission per area in the residential area, recreation, and forest land use 

function, respectively. Blue boxplots correspond to minimal, average, and maximum Z 

score of shadow attribute. Red boxplots represent Z scores of rejected attributes, while 

green and yellow boxplots stand for the confirmed and tentative attributes. The Fig3.4 

shows the attributes status after first round selection. Some of the tentative attributes will 

fill in the missing decision by comparing the median feature z-score with the median z-

score of the most important shadow attributes after the final iteration. The confirmed 

attributes plus the tentative attributes selected in second round will be the number of final 

selected features through RF.  
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Fig3.4 Features selection results achieved by Random Forest 
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PCA is used to solve the autocorrelation within a set of selected landscape metrics. It 

includes the indexes that describe the complexity of land cover type, area, and shape. 

Varimax rotation was adopted to maximize the variance of the principal component 

loading. Eigenvalues can provide a significant measurement for each principal 

component. In residential land use function, 14 principal components (PCs) were 

selected for the analysis, and they can explain 81% of all the variances. 8 PCs were 

selected in the recreation land use function and which explain 76% variances, while 2 

PCs were selected in the forest land use function and explain 78% variances. The screen 

plots with parallel analysis in the residential area, recreation, and forest land use are 

presented in Fig3.5. The elbow test was achieved by wssplot() (Fig3.6), while their multi-

criteria test is illustrated in Fig3.7. The elbow test curve on the number of clusters in the 

residential area (Fig3.6a) tends to become stable at 10. We can conclude that the most 

suitable solution is dividing the residential area into ten sub-categories. Then, the 

hierarchical cluster analysis was applied to the principal components of the residential 

area. The dendrogram was cut into ten categories through the cutree() function in R. 

Table3.5 shows the HCPC result for residential area, recreation, and forest. All 

residential area patterns were re-identified as new sub-categories based on their 

geographical composition and layout. The initial landscape metrics of each cluster were 

used to identify the differences among the sub-categories. Further, we visualized the land 

use pattern images of each cluster to analyze the land cover type. Among the new land 

use sub-categories, 43.92% patterns were mainly made up of low height buildings. 732 

of them were identified as terrace houses, while 880 were identified as detached or semi-

detached houses. 25.77% patterns were deemed as greenspace, 369 of them were mainly 

composed of low vegetation such as grass and bush (LV), 318 of them were considered 

as wood or forest (HV), the rest 261 patterns are homogeneous including low and high 

vegetation (LHV). There are 374 patterns considered as the low height buildings 

dispersedly distributed on the green space (LBV). There are three land use sub-categories 

representing land use patterns consisting of buildings with various heights (LBMB, 

MBLB, HBLB). More specifically, LBMB stands for a high proportion of low-rise 

buildings with several mid-rise buildings; MBLB and HBLB are characterized by a high 

proportion of mid-rise buildings and high-rise buildings with several low-rise buildings, 

respectively. The rest of the 264 patterns were considered as impervious land. They 

usually represent the parking lot or square within the residential area (IMP). Figure3.8 

shows the geographical images of all sub-categories in a residential area, a-j represent 

land use sub-categories IMP, LV, HV, TH, LHV, DH, LBV, LBMB, MBLB, HBLB, 

respectively.   

For the recreation and forest land use functions, we employed the optimized results 

provided by multiple criteria measurement. From the histogram (Fig3.7b and Fig3.7c), 

it shows that the best cluster number for recreation and forest land use functions are both 
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2. The k-means cluster method is applied to analyze the principal components of 

recreation and forest land use functions. According to the landscape metrics, the main 

differences within the sub-categories of recreation and forest land use functions are the 

proportion of low vegetation and high vegetation. LHV in both groups is identified as 

the land use pattern with the combination of low and high vegetation, while HV in both 

groups is considered as the land use pattern mainly covered by the high vegetation. 

 

Fig3.5 Parallel analysis of the residential area, recreation, and forest 

Fig3.6 Elbow test of the residential area, recreation, and forest cluster analysis 

Fig3.7 Recommended clusters number of the residential area, recreation, and forest 

category 
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Table3.5 HCPC results in the residential area, recreation, and forest 

Land use 

function 
Sub-category Land cover description 

Number of 

patterns 

Residential 

Area 

IMP Impervious land 
264 

LV Mainly made up of low vegetation 
369 

HV Mainly made up of high vegetation 
318 

TH Low buildings (Terrace house) 
732 

LHV Combination of low vegetation and 

high vegetation 
261 

DH Low buildings (Detached house or 

semi-detached house) 
880 

LBV Low buildings with a high percentage 

of green space 
374 

LBMB A high percentage of low buildings and 

a low percentage of mid buildings 
297 

MBLB A high percentage of mid buildings 

and a low percentage of low buildings 
86 

HBLB A High percentage of high buildings 

and a low percentage of low buildings 
98 

Recreation LHV Combination of low and high 

vegetation 
363 

 HV 
Mainly made up of high vegetation 323 

Forest LHV Combination of low and high 

vegetation 
17 

 
HV 

Mainly made up of high vegetation 96 

  

Fig3.8 Land cover layout of residential sub-categories 
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3.6.2 Data distribution in each land use category 

According to the geographic carbon emission estimation method, carbon emissions from 

building, transport, vegetation, and resident sectors have been assigned to each land use 

pattern to represent the total carbon emission distribution in the urban area. The carbon 

emission data of different land use functions were extracted to draw the kernel density 

map as Figure3.9a. It shows the distribution of total carbon emission for each land use 

function. For the land use functions with a large proportion of green space such as 

agriculture, forest, recreation, and others, their values are mostly concentrated between -

0.5 and 5kg/m2. The carbon emission of most residential area patterns ranged from 10 to 

40kg/m2, the majority of patterns in the company premises and retail trade range from 0 

to 30 kg/m2 and 10 to 70 kg/m2. The carbon emission of social-cultural land use and 

transport land use is relatively low. Most of them are mainly concentrated between 0 and 

10 kg/m2. The carbon emission in the residential area shows a nearly normal distribution. 

The rest of land use functions are positively skewed distributed.  

Based on the HCPC results, the green space sub-categories (LV, LHV, HV) with the 

same type in the residential area, recreation, and forest were combined to present the 

carbon emission of vegetation land use patterns. The rest sub-categories in the residential 

area are used to illustrate the carbon emission of residential area land use patterns. 

Figure3.9b illustrates the carbon emission distribution of all land use sub-categories in 

the residential area. Most high amounts of carbon emission are contributed by the TH, 

LBMB, and MBLB land use categories. LBV produces the lowest amounts of carbon 

emission because of the high proportion of vegetation. Figure3.9c presents the carbon 

emission distribution in green space. LV patterns have a relatively high carbon emission. 

Their value mostly concentrates between 8 to 25kg/m2. The mean value is 20.91kg/m2. 

There are no significant differences in carbon emission distribution between LHV and 

HV categories. Most of them ranged from 0 to 13kg/m2, and they have a close mean 

value (11.44kg/m2 and 11.04kg/m2).  

Table3.6 shows the statistics of carbon emission per area in every land use category. All 

land use patterns in Eindhoven were divided into 16 land use categories based on the 

specific landscape features. The retail trade category has the highest mean value and 

standard deviation per area of carbon emission. The land use category with the second-

highest per area carbon emission is the residential area. Within this category, TH has the 

highest mean carbon emission, followed by MBLB and LBMB, respectively. DH and 

HBLB contribute relatively lower carbon emissions. LBV has the lowest mean carbon 

emission. The land use categories covered by a large proportion of vegetation such as 

agriculture and greenspace produce much less carbon emission than other land use 

categories. The mean values of carbon emission per area in agriculture, others, LV, LHV 
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and HV are 9.08 kg/m2, 5.65 kg/m2, 20.91kg/m2, 11.44kg/m2, and 11.04kg/m2 

respectively. Since we don’t have relevant energy consumption data for the social-

cultural area, it only covers the carbon emission produced by landscape and residents. In 

company premises, the energy consumption during the industrial process is not 

considered. Hence, the carbon emissions per area of social-cultural area and company 

premises are invalid in this study. Therefore, only 14 valid land use categories were 

found in the case study. 

 

Fig3.9 Per area carbon emission distribution in all land use categories, residential 

area, and greenspace 
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Table3.6  Carbon emission of all land use categories 

Land Use Category 
Statistics of Carbon Emission Per Area (kg/m2) 

No.  
Mean Min Max Median Stdev. 

Residential Area  25.27 -0.09 98.47 24.87 12.43 2731 

IMP 22.15 -0.09 78.08 21.08 12.49 264 

TH 29.80 3.23 95.31 28.95 11.05 732 

DH 25.18 0.75 72.52 25.58 11.29 880 

LBV 16.45 0.33 65.60 15.55 10.32 374 

LBMB 27.31 1.64 83.83 26.56 13.82 297 

MBLB 28.98 8.79 98.47 27.74 14.55 86 

HBLB 24.84 5.44 76.99 21.45 12.88 98 

Agriculture 9.08 -0.45 99.21 1.95 14.77 327 

Green Space 13.27 -0.46 114.40 9.88 13.16 1747 

LV 20.91 -0.11 93.36 18.95 14.19 369 

LHV 11.44 -0.46 114.40 7.31 11.97 641 

HV 11.04 -0.40 91.10 6.88 12.18 737 

Retail Trade  45.31 2.49 165.61 40.87 28.15 111 

Company 

Premises* 

13.36 -0.41 140.53 9.38 15.80 290 

Social-Cultural 

Area* 

7.86 -0.37 97.63 3.85 11.84 207 

Transport 15.12 -0.46 299.00 9.09 21.83 1058 

Others 5.65 -0.41 68.71 0.52 10.54 283 

*refers to invalid land use categories 

3.6.3 Conditional variable importance 

measurement 

Considering the similarity in many residential area sub-categories (e.g., LBMB and 

MBLB), it is necessary to further explore which types of landscape metrics are the key 

factors for the carbon emission performance in the residential area. Since TH, DH, and 

LBV all represent low-rise buildings, LBMB, MBLB, and HBLB show the proportional 

differences among the buildings with different heights. These sub-categories were 

divided into two groups: low-rise buildings (TH, DH, LBV), and mix-height buildings 

(LBMB, MBLB, HBLB). Their conditional variables importance was measured 

separately. As shown in Fig3.10, the conditional variable importance measurement 

results are presented based on different metrics categories. It turns out that in the low-

rise buildings group, most factors that have a significant impact on carbon emission 

performance are related to area&edge, composition, and contag&int features of low-rise 

buildings. Fig3.10 shows the mean radius of gyration of low-rise buildings 
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(GYRATE_MN_building1) has the highest importance, other area&edge characteristics, 

including mean patch area and largest patch index of low-rise buildings 

(AREA_MN_building1 and LPI_building1) were found to be of less importance. Metrics 

describing aspects of composition such as the proportion of low-rise buildings 

(PLAND_building1) and cohesion of low-rise buildings (COHESION_building1) have 

relatively high %IncMSE. These metrics mainly determine the size, shape, and layout of 

low-rise buildings. Especially the mean radius of gyration illustrates the physical 

connectedness of individual houses. Comparing with detached and semi-detached houses, 

terrace houses usually have a larger area, which leads to a higher carbon emission per 

area. In the mix-height buildings group, the carbon emission performance highly depends 

on the area&edge and composition features of high vegetation. Other features such as 

edge density of low-rise buildings (ED_building1), the proportion of low-rise buildings 

(PLAND_building1), and division index (DIVISION) are also playing key roles in the 

performance of carbon emission. It can be concluded that within these land use sub-

categories, the landscape metrics of mid-rise buildings and high-rise buildings are not 

the main impact factors. The carbon emission in the mix-height buildings group is mainly 

determined by the green coverage and proportion of low-rise buildings. Therefore, 

LBMB, MBLB, and HBLB fail to distinguish the differences between the carbon 

emission created through the composition of mid-rise buildings and high-rise buildings.  
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Fig3.10 Conditional variable importance measurement in residential area sub-

categories 
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3.7 Land use classification based on spatial 

attributes 

3.7.1 Land use category classification 

There are 13 spatial attributes extracted from land use patterns in this study. The feature 

selection was conducted on the initial set of spatial attributes through the RF algorithm. 

The selection results are presented in Figure3.11. It proves that all selected spatial 

attributes have a significant impact on carbon emission, all of them need to remain in 

further analysis. Among these spatial attributes, normalized vegetation volume has the 

highest mean importance amounting to 44.41. It is followed by vegetation coverage ratio 

with the mean importance of around 22.97. Other spatial attributes such as compactness 

and normalized building number also have relatively high importance on the carbon 

emission. The values of compactness and normalized buildings number are 19.08 and 

15.84, respectively.    

 

Fig3.11 Features selection result of extracted spatial attributes 

The simplest and most accurate regression tree is generated from the initial land use 

pattern dataset using their selected spatial attributes to predict the carbon emission in 
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different contexts.  The growing and pruning process of the regression tree can be 

achieved through the rpart() function in R. As it is presented in Figure3.12, the generated 

regression tree has three layers and six terminal nodes. It has classified all land use 

patterns in Eindhoven into six categories. They were named from class A to class F. The 

value in each terminal node represents the predicted carbon emission of the 

corresponding land use category.   

 

Fig3.12 Land use classification result achieved by regression tree 

Fig3.12 has presented the land use classification results from the regression tree model. 

Among the classified land use categories, the land use pattern with a normalized building 

volume value lower than 1.5 m3/m2 was classified into the left section at the initial node. 

It contains Class A, Class B, and Class C land use category. Class A identifies the land 

use patterns that normalized vegetation value is higher than 4.8 m3/m2. It has the lowest 

mean carbon emission. Class B represents the land use patterns with a normalized 

vegetation value lower than 4.8 m3/m2 and higher than 1.3 m3/m2. Class C represents the 

land use patterns that have a normalized vegetation value lower than 1.3 m3/m2. For the 

land use patterns with a normalized building volume larger than 1.5 m3/m2, they were 

classified into the right section at the initial node, including the land use categories such 

as Class D, Class E, and Class F. More specifically, the number of normalized building 

values in Class D and Class E is lower than 0.0038/m2. They can be further distinguished 

by the value of vegetation coverage ratio. In Class D, the vegetation coverage ratio is 

higher than 0.62, while in Class E, their vegetation coverage ratio is lower than 0.62. For 

the rest of land use patterns whose normalized buildings number is higher than 0.0038/m2 

were considered as Class F.  
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To reflect the realistic image of classified land use categories, the typical land use pattern 

in each land use category was selected and visualized through ArcScene. The detailed 

3D geographical model of the sample land use pattern from Class A to Class F can be 

presented in Fig3.13. It shows Class A usually represents the greenspace area covered 

by high vegetation volume and vegetation coverage ratios, such as park, forest, and 

recreation area. Class B and Class C are the land use patterns distributed with separated 

buildings. Comparing with Class C, the land use patterns identified Class B usually have 

more vegetation. For the Class D and Class E, they are the land use patterns equipped 

with higher buildings volume and building density, and the vegetation coverage in Class 

D is higher than Class E. As the last land use category, Class F refers to the land use 

patterns which have the most compact building distribution and highest buildings density.  

Fig3.13 3D geographical model of land use categories 

3.7.2 Data distribution in each land use category 

Similar to the contents mentioned in 3.5.2, the total carbon emission has been estimated 

and assigned in each land use pattern. The carbon emission data of different land use 

categories were extracted as the kernel density map as Figure3.14a. It represents the 

distribution of per area total carbon emission from land use category Class A to Class F. 

Further, the classification results were input into the initial dataset of land use patterns. 

Combining with the data of per area population in individual land use pattern, the average 

population capacity in each land use category could also be calculated. The kernel 

density map is presented in Figure3.14b. It can be seen the carbon emission distribution 

and population capacity distribution of each land use category have a strong similarity. 

For the land use category with the largest proportion of green space, the values of carbon 

emission in Class A are mostly concentrated between -0.5 and 5kg/m2. The population 
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capacities are majorly ranged from 0 to 13persons/ha. As for the land use patterns with 

separated buildings, the carbon emission distribution and population capacity 

distribution in Class B and Class C are positively skewed distributed. Their carbon 

emissions are ranged from 0 to 20kg/m2 and 10 to 30kg/m2, respectively. While the 

population capacities are mostly ranged from 0 to 50persons/ha and 0 to 80persons/ha, 

respectively. The carbon emission distribution and population capacity distribution in 

the rest of the land use categories Class D, Class E, and Class F are nearly normal 

distribution. There are no significant differences in the data distributions among them. 

Their carbon emission values are mostly concentrated between 10 to 40kg/m2, while the 

population capacities are ranged from 30 to 120persons/ha. 

Table3.7 has shown the land use classification results along with their carbon emission 

and population capacity values. Among the classified land use categories, 278 patterns 

were identified as Class A. Class A land use category has the lowest mean carbon 

emission and population capacity, the mean values are 5.32 kg/m2 and 13.96 persons/ha, 

respectively. Class C takes the largest proportion among all land use categories, the 

number is 1409, and the percentage value is 31.46%. It is followed by Class B, which 

has 921 patterns in total, and it takes 20.57% among all land use patterns. The total land 

use patterns of Class D and Class E are 660 and 359, respectively. They were mainly 

distinguished by the value of vegetation coverage ratio. The rest 851 land use patterns 

were considered as Class F. It also has the highest mean carbon emission and population 

capacity. Their values are 33.03kg/m2 and 86.08persons/ha, respectively. The mean 

values of carbon emission in Class B, Class C, Class D, and Class E are 11.66kg/m2, 

18.48kg/m2, 22.95kg/m2, and 29.80 kg/m2 respectively. While the mean values of 

population capacity in Class B, Class C, Class D, and Class E are 32.35persons/ha, 

50.04persons/ha, 61.51persons/ha, 76.94persons/ha, respectively. With the rising values 

in buildings and decreasing vegetation volume from Class A to Class F, the carbon 

emission and population capacity are also gradually increasing. 
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Fig3.14 Per area carbon emission and population capacity distribution in all land use 

categories 
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Table3.7 The statistics of carbon emission and population capacity of land use 

categories 

Land use 

categories 

Carbon emission (kg/m2) 
No.  

Mean Max Min Median 

Class A 5.32 52.99 -0.35 1.92 278 

Class B 11.66 55.75 -0.46 9.16 921 

Class C 18.48 93.36 -0.39 17.46 1409 

Class D 22.95 63.42 2.05 22.48 660 

Class E 29.80 114.40 3.35 28.28 359 

Class F 33.03 95.31 4.34 32.09 851 

 Population capacity (persons/ha)  

 Mean Max Min Median  

Class A 13.96 122.10 0.00 3.26 278 

Class B 32.35 172.88 0.00 25.11 921 

Class C 50.04 475.05 0.00 46.82 1409 

Class D 61.51 157.83 8.34 60.55 660 

Class E 76.94 326.43 16.28 74.30 359 

Class F 86.08 152.13 18.63 85.43 851 

 

3.7.3 Conditional variable importance 

measurement 

In order to further explore which land use attribute play as the key impact factor on the 

performance of carbon emission, the conditional variable importance of Class A to Class 

F was measured through the RF algorithm. As shown in Fig3.15, the conditional variable 

importance measurement results are presented based on different metrics categories. The 

vegetation attributes have the most significant impact on carbon emission performance. 

More specifically, normalized vegetations volume (nVolumeV) ranks as the most 

important factor, followed by vegetation coverage ratio (VCR). They are both used to 

describe the geometric and volumetric information of vegetation. Among building 

landscape attributes, the compactness of buildings has the highest importance. Other 

attributes were found to be less important. As for the attributes that are used to determine 

the geometric and volumetric information of building, the mean building height (meanH), 
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normalized building number (nN), and max building height (maxh) have relatively 

high %IncMSE. The rest of building attributes have less impact on the performance of 

carbon emission. It can be concluded that carbon emission in each land use pattern is 

mainly determined by the vegetation volume and green coverage ratio. Besides the 

vegetation attributes, the building density in each land use pattern is also considered as 

the main impact factor. The measurement results also show the information regarding 

building height can also largely determine the values of carbon emission.  

Fig3.15 Conditional variable importance measurement in land use categories 

3.8 Discussion 

3.8.1 Carbon emission and landscape metrics 

Through the establishment of land use categories classification for Eindhoven, the carbon 

emission distribution differences within the land use categories were presented through 

Fig3.9 and Fig3.14. It was shown that carbon emission is highly related to the land use 

function and the configuration of the building layout.  
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The carbon emission in the residential area is mainly influenced by characteristics such 

as urban density, community layout, and building heights. Urban density usually has a 

positive relation with energy consumption (Chen et al., 2018). LBV represents the land 

use pattern with little low-rise buildings and a large proportion of vegetation. It has the 

lowest urban density comparing with other sub-categories in the residential area. The 

number of high-rise building blocks in Eindhoven is limited. In the HBLB category, the 

building layout presented as individual high-rise buildings scattered in the area with 

several low-rise buildings. For the DH land use category, the building distribution is also 

relatively dispersive. The urban density in these two types of land use is also lower than 

in other residential land use categories. The community layout is another important 

indicator, with carbon emission greatly varied by the configuration of buildings. Heat 

flow can exist between adjacent terraced houses or the lower and upper level of a housing 

block. There is actual heat flow in either direction. The air infiltration between the 

terraces and floors causes condensation and humidity, making it difficult to control the 

indoor temperature. It will lead to high energy consumption in individual dwellings 

(Urquizo et al., 2017). As a consequence of differences among urban density and 

building layout, the carbon emission in TH, LBMB, MBLB categories is higher, while 

the carbon emission in LBV, DH, and HBLB is lower. 

As for the green space category, their carbon sequestration capacity acts as 

photosynthesis and respiration, determined by the vegetation density, species diversity, 

and growth status. The emission and uptake of vegetation and soil can be measured 

through the photosynthetically active radiation. The results have illustrated that the 

annual oxygen production of ground vegetation (lawn and farmland) is usually lower 

than the tall vegetation (bush and forest)(Silaydin Aydin and Çukur, 2012). In addition, 

a more important indirect effect of urban vegetation is that it can significantly reduce 

energy demand for space heating and cooling in the buildings (Olchovski et al., 2011). 

Compared with ground vegetation, tall vegetation can also provide larger shading and 

sheltering area. It can also help to reduce energy consumption in individual buildings. 

Therefore, the carbon emission in LV is much higher than in the LHV and HV category.   

The retail trade category represents the commercial and services buildings, which usually 

require massive amounts of energy consumption due to their large space and high-density 

passenger flow. It can lead to a huge amount of carbon emission. However, the building 

function and size within this category could significantly differ from each other. It 

contains various types of commercial buildings, from a small shop to a supermarket and 

a shopping mall. Their carbon emissions are distributed on a wide scale, which comes 

forward as a high standard deviation. 
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3.8.2 Carbon emission and spatial attributes 

The combination methodologies of the RF algorithm and regression tree proposed in this 

study proved to be effective in classifying land use patterns based on the carbon emission 

amounts. The configuration of buildings and vegetation play an important role in 

mitigating carbon emission. The classified land use categories are distinguished by the 

spatial distribution of the built environment (Khan & Pinter, 2016). Comparing with the 

previous research, which only focuses on the classification based on the landscape 

properties (Zhou et al., 2017)(J. Wang et al., 2018), this study has fully illustrated the 

relation between carbon emission and spatial attributes during the process of land use 

classification. Combining with the population distribution data in the case study, the 

carbon emission and population capacity within different land use categories were 

clearly presented through Table3.7 and Fig3.14. The results show they are highly related 

to the building density and vegetation coverage in each land use pattern. 

Compared with the spatial attributes of buildings patches, the classified land use 

categories show more significant differences in the geometric and volumetric attributes 

of vegetation. Since the distinction among the land use categories Class A, Class B, and 

Class C mainly depends on the values of normalized volume of vegetation, while the 

distinction between Class D and Class E is relying on the vegetation coverage ratio. 

Therefore, the classification results in Eindhoven prove the geographic features of 

vegetation have a greater impact on the carbon emission. From the visualization results 

in Figure3.13, it can be briefly summed up that carbon emission and population capacity 

are positively correlated with building density and negatively correlated with vegetation 

volume. 

There are still several limitations within the land use classification based on spatial 

attributes. Due to the rules of the conversion process between raster data to vector data 

in the carbon emission estimation model, some land cells were allocated with the carbon 

emissions, which are physically at large distances (G. Wang et al., 2019). These carbon 

emissions have been further allocated to each land use category during the classification 

process. It leads to the pure green space land use category, such as Class A has more 

carbon emission than carbon sequestration. Since land use categories Class A, Class B, 

and Class C are only distinguished by the values of normalized vegetation volume. They 

lack the connection with the building geographic features, which weakens their accuracy 

in reflecting the population capacity in each land use category.  
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3.8.3 Implications of low-carbon land use 

Land use management is an important approach that can significantly mitigate carbon 

emission. The assessment results of the relationships between land use and carbon 

emission could provide useful implications for future land use planning. Previous studies 

mainly focused on the variation of carbon emission caused by land use change (Wu et 

al., 2014). Some studies have also found the effect of different land use functions or 

dwelling housing types on carbon emissions (Zhao et al., 2011; Mitchell et al., 2011). 

However, they did not directly assess the impact of configuration and composition 

features on carbon emission. In this chapter, the urban areas are characterized based on 

landscape metrics and spatial attributes, respectively. Our results illustrate the 

importance of these spatial features on carbon emissions, especially among residential 

area and green space.  

Hierarchical agglomerative clustering is widely applied to identify similarities within the 

urban area. It has shown high efficiency in capturing the differences in land cover with 

the additional benefit of providing a framework for comparing the compositional 

variation across the study area (Gentle et al., 2006). In this chapter, it was first applied 

to distinguish the main land use function in the case study. The following analysis can 

be conducted through clustering and classification. Due to the characteristics of 

landscape metrics and spatial attributes, the clustering methodology is applied to 

landscape metrics, while the classification methodology is used on spatial attributes. 

Since the dataset used to describe the urban features usually possesses high 

dimensionality, data filtering is needed to select the important parameters. The most 

common pre-processing methodology is feature selection, which can eliminate the 

parameters which only have a negligible effect on the dependent variable. As a wrapped 

features selection method, the random forest algorithm can effectively handle the 

correlated high dimensional data. It provides a useful method for selecting a subset of 

important variables. Besides, the random forest algorithm can also be used for measuring 

the conditional variable importance. Compared with traditional regression approaches, it 

has better performance on evaluating the importance of a set of high dimensional data 

(Elith et al., 2012).  

For the clustering process, it is necessary to extend the process with a method to reduce 

the number of features further. As a widely used dimensionality reduction methodology, 

PCA can reduce the redundancy caused by the autocorrelation among the parameters by 

generalizing the features into common principles components. Considering the large 

amounts of landscape metrics in the clustering process, PCA can largely improve the 

efficiency and accuracy of the classification. Groups of metrics (e.g., area/density/edge, 

contagion/interspersion) were often found to be highly correlated. By incorporating the 
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landscape metrics, the spatial aspects of land cover structure that were not considered in 

most past studies, were directly addressed in this research. It provides a new approach 

for analyzing urban heterogeneity on a fine scale. The effect of different land cover 

elements is also demonstrated. Across different clusters, the composition and 

configuration of low-rise buildings and vegetation are the key factors for carbon 

emissions. As for the classification methodology, the CART model presented in this 

research shows the classification results are significantly related to the urban structure. 

It should be noted that the CART model may fail to estimate all appropriate spatial 

attributes. The samples used to generate the fitted model are usually limited. It cannot 

completely account for all the variability encountered in reality (Johnson & Jozdani, 

2018). Thus, the classified land use categories only partly reflect the urban spatial layout 

in a specific case study. Considering the land use patterns in Eindhoven presented as the 

low-rise buildings dominated, the regression tree results show the land use classification 

is mainly determined by the spatial attributes such as normalized buildings volume, 

normalized vegetation volume, normalized buildings number, and vegetation coverage.  

To further generalize more accurate results and better adapt to more types of urban areas, 

one of the most viable ways is by increasing the amount and diversity of the data which 

can provide more detailed buildings and vegetation information for the land use 

classification. Our results highlight the benefits of appropriate land cover structure on 

mitigating carbon emission. It can provide a bottom-up perspective to support future land 

use development. 

3.9 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the spatial analysis of land use and carbon emission is divided into two 

directions. On the one hand, an integrated methodology combining the random forest 

algorithm with HCPC was applied to classify land use categories based on their 

landscape metrics. On the other hand, the land use classification using an integrated 

methodology of random forest algorithm and CART to classify land use categories based 

on their spatial attributes. With the support of geographical carbon emission estimation, 

the distribution of carbon emission per area in different land use categories can be 

evaluated. It shows the influence of different land use compositions on carbon emission. 

The clustering result shows its effectiveness in classifying land use category based on 

the landscape metrics. Further analysis of the landscape metrics and carbon emission has 

illustrated that the carbon emission performance of land use sub-categories that are 

purely made up of low-rise buildings is highly influenced by the shape and size of 

individual houses. However, because of a limited number of land use patterns in the 

research area, the analysis results are unable to distinguish the influence of mid-rise 

buildings and high-rise buildings on carbon emission per area. As for the classification, 
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based on the remote sensing and land use/ land cover map extracted from the local 

database. 13 spatial attributes were selected to capture the configuration of buildings and 

vegetation in each land use pattern. Combining with the carbon emission estimation 

framework results, the land use patterns in Eindhoven were classified into 6 categories 

according to the spatial attributes such as normalized buildings volume, normalized 

vegetation volume, vegetation coverage, and building density. The classification results 

revealed the carbon emission and population capacity of land use patterns under a 

different context. 

The relation between land use and carbon emission can be used to support land use 

management decisions and urban planning policies. Both the landscape metrics proposed 

land use categories and spatial attributes proposed land use categories can help identify 

the optimal combination of land use patterns that can produce the least carbon emission. 

The landscape metrics proposed land use categories can better determine the geographic 

shape and vertical structure. While the spatial attributes proposed land use categories 

have better performance on representing the fine-scale geometrics. From the perspective 

of both environmental and spatial planning, the outcomes of this chapter finally suggest 

that dedicated land use management strategies can be designed and implemented for a 

specific land use category. Assessment of the carbon emission of a certain land use 

category helps in creating environmental-friendly conservation measures and prevents 

unsustainable urban planning.  
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4  

4.1 Introduction 

Many studies have demonstrated that a reasonable land use plan could make a great 

contribution to mitigating carbon emission (Gao et al., 2014)(Zhang et al., 2018)(Shu 

and Xiong, 2019)(Penazzi et al., 2019). With the support of GIS technology and 

numerous spatial optimization approaches, many spatial decision support systems (SDSS) 

were developed to guide future land use planning. They were widely applied in a variety 

of contexts, ranging from built environment energy-saving and crop management to 

urban and regional planning (Moghadam et al., 2017)(Tayyebi et al., 2016)(Caparros-

Midwood et al., 2015)(Zanon and Verones, 2013).  

To optimize the spatial structure of urban land use, many advanced algorithms are 

conducted in the spatial optimization model to find alternative solutions with high-

performance. Following the significant progress in computational capacity, most of the 

optimization model has been shifted from basic linear programming to the usage of 

heuristic algorithms (Cao et al., 2012). The heuristic algorithms such as simulated 

annealing (SA), particle swarm optimization (PSO), and genetic algorithms (GA) allow 

a tradeoff between solution quality and computation burden; hence they can be used to 

find near-optimal solutions. Current research regarding spatial optimization usually 

needs to consider multiple objectives such as maximizing ecological benefit, minimizing 

financial cost, and optimizing the number of urban facilities, etc. (Jing et al., 

2013)(Sharmin et al., 2019). These objectives are often conflicting with each other; the 

evaluating of tradeoffs is required between the conflicting results to explore the more 

compromising solutions. Non-Dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) is 

widely applied to generate a series of Pareto optimal solutions which can realize a 

reasonable balance among different optimizing objectives. As one of the variations of 

multi-objective GA, NSGA-II is based on the mechanics of fast sorting and elitist 

strategy. It has great robustness for identifying the global optimum in a large and 

complex search space (Corbera et al., 2016). 

In this chapter, we established a multi-objective spatial optimization model based on the 

land use classification results. It intends to provide a land use zoning plan for the 
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municipality under the background of low-carbon city development. Due to the easy 

accessibility of open data sources and carbon emission estimation results from a previous 

study (Wang et al., 2019), Eindhoven in the Netherlands was selected as the case study 

to present the effects of land use classification. According to the spatial attributes 

extracting from remote sensing data, the land use patterns in the case study can be 

classified into different categories with carbon emission value as the target variable. 

Furthermore, the spatial optimization will be demonstrated for the land use allocation 

problems, in which the carbon emission and population were chosen as objectives. With 

the carbon emission and population boundaries provided by the Bureau for Economic 

Policy Analysis (CPB), the Pareto fronts of spatial optimization model will offer 

alternative land use planning projects under different scenarios in the future. 

4.2 Multi-objective spatial optimization 

model 

The spatial optimization model is established based on the requirement for low carbon 

emission and maximum population capacity. The objectives of carbon emission and 

population capacity are integrated into the multi-objective optimization model with other 

constraint conditions. The Pareto fronts consist of a series of optimized solutions that 

none of the objective functions can improve without degrading other objectives. It was 

used to describe alternative land use plans in the case study. The optimized Pareto fronts 

provide the trade-offs between carbon emission and population capacity. The multi-

objective spatial optimization of land use is based on two aspects: land use carbon 

emission 𝐶  and land use population capacity 𝑃. It was designed to minimize carbon 

emission under maximum population capacity. The objective functions and constrain 

condition can be illustrated as equation(4.1) 
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       (4.1) 

Where 𝑋𝑖 is the area of land use category 𝑖; 𝐾𝑖 is the carbon emission coefficient of the 

relative land use category 𝑖; 𝑆𝑖 is the population capacity coefficient of the relative land 
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use category 𝑖;  𝑇 is the area of all land use patterns in the case study; 𝐶𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 is the carbon 

emission value in the baseline year; 𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒  is the population capacity in the baseline year; 

𝑛  is the number of classified land use categories. Since spatial optimization is only 

conducted in the current land use, urban expansion and urban shrinkage are not 

considered. The total area of different land use categories remains unchanged. The total 

carbon emission amount of optimized land use is supposed to be lower than the value in 

the baseline year. It is also required that the population capacity won’t reduce after the 

optimization. 

The algorithm applied in the optimization model must be able to identify which sets of 

control variables result in better objectives outcomes and explore if better outcomes 

could be achieved. Non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm-II (NSGA-II) is selected to 

do this considering the complexities caused by non-linear characteristics of two 

competing objective functions. NSGA-II is an improved version of NSGA which worked 

as an extension of the GA for multiple objective function optimization. It involves the 

elitist approach which consists of non-dominated ranking and crowding distance sorting 

methods. The chromosomes in the GA model are encoded as land use categories. Every 

chromosome stands for a scheme of land use combination. The value of each gene in the 

chromosome represents the area of a specific land use category at that point. To sort a 

population with N solutions according to the level of non-domination, each solution is 

compared with every other to find if it is dominated. This requires O(mN) comparisons 

for each solution, where m is the number of objectives. This process is continued to find 

the first non-dominated class members for all populations, and the total complexity is 

O(mN2). To find the individuals in the next front, the first front solutions are stored to 

avoid duplicate comparisons and the procedure above will be repeated (Deb et al., 2000). 

In the worst situations, the task of finding the next front also requires O(mN2) 

computation. The procedure is repeated to find the subsequent fronts. With the help of a 

bookkeeping strategy, the computation of all fronts can be decreased to O(mN2) at most 

(Bao et al., 2017). To preserve the distributivity and diversity in the population. The 

computation of crowding distance is introduced to estimate the density of solutions 

surrounding a specific solution in the population. It calculates the average distance 

between two points on either side of this point along the objective axes. Following this 

process, a loop is generated to respond to the computation of all crowding distances for 

each solution(Lamamra et al., 2014).  

In order to further explore the impact of land use area variation on carbon emission, 

regression modeling is needed to formalize the relationship between classified land use 

categories and carbon emission, as well as the degree to which the land use area change 

modifies this. In this study, a stepwise multiple linear regression (MLR) was developed 

to explain the main impact factor of land use categories for low-carbon city planning. 
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The stepwise regression technique has been widely applied for screening predictor 

variables during the multivariate analysis (Liao et al., 2008). It is a fitting regression 

model where the independent variables are automatically chosen based on the 

prespecified criterion. A variable is considered for addition to or subtraction from the 

explanatory variables set in each step. It aims to maximize the prediction capacity of the 

regression model with minimum explanatory variables (Al Rifat and Liu, 2019). For each 

of the developed MLR models, the adjusted R2 values were checked to evaluate the 

prediction performance. Multicollinearity between the independent variables was also 

tested in each regression model using the Tolerance and Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) 

in the correlation matrix. Generally, the independent variables were considered a low 

degree of multicollinearity when the tolerance value is close to 1 and greater than 0, VIF 

value is smaller than 4 but greater than 1 (Hair et al., 2010). The regression analysis was 

achieved through SPSS. The variation of land use area within different land use 

categories were set as independent variables, while the reduction of carbon emission and 

carbon emission per person were set as dependent variables. The structure of the resultant 

MLR models of the carbon emission reduction and carbon emission per person reduction 

can be illustrated as the equation(4.2) and equation(4.3). 

𝐶𝐸𝑅 = 𝑎1𝑋𝑐1 + 𝑎2𝑋𝑐2 +⋯𝑎𝑖𝑋𝑐𝑖 + 𝛽 + 𝜀                                        (4.2) 

𝐶𝐸𝑅𝑝𝑒𝑟 = 𝑎1𝑋𝑐1 + 𝑎2𝑋𝑐2 +⋯𝑎𝑖𝑋𝑐𝑖 + 𝛽 + 𝜀                                      (4.3) 

Where 𝐶𝐸𝑅, 𝐶𝐸𝑅𝑝𝑒𝑟 are the amounts of carbon emission reduction and carbon emission 

reduction per person in the case study; 𝑋𝑐1, 𝑋𝑐2, …, 𝑋𝑐𝑖 are the variation of land use area 

in land use category 1, 2,…, 𝑖; 𝑎1, 𝑎2, …, 𝑎𝑖 are the estimated coefficients of explanatory 

variables; 𝛽 is the model intercept; 𝜀 is the model residual. 

4.3 Spatial optimization results  

4.3.1 Multi-objective spatial optimization of land 

use 

According to the land use classification results, six variables were set in the multi-

objective optimization model. They are: Class A(𝑋1), Class B(𝑋2), Class C(𝑋3), Class 

D(𝑋4), Class E(𝑋5), Class F(𝑋6). The mean values of carbon emission and population 

capacity in each land use category were assigned on their corresponding coefficient (𝐾𝑖 

and 𝑆𝑖) respectively. In this study, the baseline year is set as 2014. According to the 

classification results, the land use area of each land use categories in the baseline year is 

5.36km2(𝑋1), 8.21km2(𝑋2), 6.32km2(𝑋3), 6.96 km2(𝑋4), 3.94 km2(𝑋5), 6.49km2(𝑋6), 
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respectively, the total area is 37.28km2. Combining with the mean value of carbon 

emission and population capacity in different land use categories, the total carbon 

emission amounts in the baseline year is calculated as 732.55kt, while the population 

capacity in the residential area is 194659. From the constrained conditions in the 

equation(4.1), it can be conducted that the boundaries of the maximum carbon emission 

and minimum population capacity are 732.55kt and 194659, respectively. The total area 

of all land use categories remains the same as the value in the baseline year(37.28km2). 

Since the results could be trapped in a locally optimal solution, the multi-objective 

optimization model was run 100 times to make the final solution getting close to the 

global optimal solution as much as possible. Figure4.1 has presented the scatter plot of 

the baseline year scenario and all optimal solutions after 100 times simulation. Compared 

with the baseline year scenario, the optimal solutions have lower carbon emissions or 

higher population capacity. To assess the comprehensive performance of the optimal 

solutions, the level of carbon emission per person was used to evaluate the optimized 

results. The top 4 solutions with the best performance on the carbon emission per person 

were highlighted as the planning scenarios(S1, S2, S3, S4). These solutions are scattered 

among the edge of all optimal solutions. Table4.1 has described the land use area of each 

land use category in different planning scenarios, as well as their values of carbon 

emission, population, and carbon emission per person. 

 

Fig4.1 Scatter plot of optimal solutions 
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Table4.1 Optimization planning scenarios by the multi-objective spatial optimization 

model 

Scenarios S0* S1 S2 S3 S4 

Land use area 

(km2) 

Class A 5.36 4.45 4.42 4.41 4.53 

Class B 8.21 8.44 8.72 8.42 8.54 

Class C 6.32 7.54 7.37 7.15 6.88 

Class D 6.96 7.43 7.12 7.93 7.88 

Class E 3.94 3.57 3.47 4.16 3.78 

Class F 6.49 5.86 6.18 5.21 5.67 

Total 37.28 37.28 37.28 37.28 37.28 

Carbon emission(kt) 732.55 731.60 732.40 731.81 731.49 

Population(persons) 194659 194785 194970 194805 194714 

Carbon emission per 

person(kg/person) 
3763.25 3755.95 3756.50 3756.65 3756.72 

*S0 represents the baseline year scenario. 

4.3.2 Regression modeling of land use category and 

carbon emission 

Based on the simulation results of the multi-objective spatial optimization model, a series 

of scenarios with different land use categories proportions were calculated. They were 

conducted in the MLR analysis to get the impact of land use category on carbon emission 

in the case study. In regression model, the reduction of carbon emission and carbon 

emission per person were set as dependent variables, the independent variables are the 

variation of land use area from the baseline scenario in each land use category. Table4.2 

presents the results of MLR models linking carbon emission with the variation of land 

use area in different land use categories. The regression results in model 5 show that the 

land use categories Class A, Class E, and Class F have a significant impact on carbon 

emission. Their coefficients are -0.383, -0.447, and -0.332, respectively. Therefore, the 

variation of land use category Class E has the most significant impact on carbon emission, 

followed by Class A and Class F, respectively. The collinearity statistics show the 

tolerance values of all parameters are close to 1, while VIF values are all slightly higher 

than 1. It proves the independent variables in model 5 have a low degree of 

multicollinearity. Table4.3 presents the results of MLR models linking carbon emission 

per person with the variation of land use area in different land use categories. The 

tolerance values and VIF values in model 5 significantly exceed the boundary. In model 
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4, the tolerance values of Class A and Class B are lower than 0.1 and the VIF values are 

higher than 10. It means multicollinearity among the independent variables is existed in 

model 4. When Class F is excluded from the MLR model, the tolerance values and VIF 

values in model 3 show the independent variables have a low degree of multicollinearity. 

The coefficient of land use categories Class A, Class B, and Class E are -7.734E-6, -

2.164E-6, and -2.467E-6, respectively. It explains the variation of land use category 

Class A also has the most significant impact on carbon emission per person. The land 

use category Class E has a greater impact on carbon emission per person than land use 

category Class B. Figure4.2a and Figure4.2b presents the histogram and P-P plot of 

carbon emission reduction (CER) MLR model and carbon emission per person reduction 

(CERper) MLR model respectively. The histograms in both Figure4.2a and Figure4.2b 

show the standardized residual generally follows the 0 means value and 1 standard 

deviation normal distribution. Meanwhile, the P-P plots are all linear over much of the 

range of residuals. The histogram and P-P plot in Figure4.2 prove that the standardized 

residuals in both models are normally distributed. It means the regression model linking 

carbon emission with different land use categories and the regression model linking 

carbon emission per person with different land use categories both fit the basic 

application conditions.  

Table4.2 MLR models linking carbon emission with different land use categories 

Parameters Estimate S.E. p 
Collinearity Statistics Adjusted 

R2 Tolerance VIF 

1 Class A -0.555 0.045 0.000 1.000 1.000 0.604 

2 Class A -0.852 0.064 0.000 0.368 2.717 0.704 

 Class B -0.261 0.045 0.000 0.368 2.717  

3 Class A -0.813 0.059 0.000 0.360 2.781 0.750 

 Class B -0.246 0.041 0.000 0.365 2.736  

 Class E -0.217 0.050 0.000 0.973 1.028  

4 Class A -0.466 0.134 0.001 0.066 15.170 0.767 

 Class B -0.051 0.079 0.517 0.093 10.738  

 Class E -0.408 0.082 0.000 0.333 3.001  

 Class F -0.278 0.097 0.005 0.151 6.630  

5 Class A -0.383 0.041 0.000 0.705 1.419 0.769 

 Class E -0.447 0.056 0.000 0.702 1.425  

 Class F -0.332 0.049 0.000 0.592 1.689  
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Table4.3 MLR models linking carbon emission per person with different land use 

categories 

Parameters Estimate S.E. p 
Collinearity Statistics Adjusted 

R2 Tolerance VIF 

1 Class A -5.524E-6 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 0.789 

2 Class A -8.181E-6 0.000 0.000 0.368 2.717 0.896 

 Class B -2.335E-6 0.000 0.000 0.368 2.717  

3 Class A -7.734E-6 0.000 0.000 0.360 2.781 0.978 

 Class B -2.164E-6 0.000 0.000 0.365 2.736  

 Class E -2.467E-6 0.000 0.000 0.973 1.028  

4 Class A -4.548E-6 0.000 0.000 0.066 15.170 1.000 

 Class B -3.759E-7 0.000 0.000 0.093 10.738  

 Class E -4.220E-6 0.000 0.000 0.333 3.001  

 Class F -2.552E-6 0.000 0.000 0.151 6.630  

5 Class A -2.058E-6 0.000 0.000 0.001 1655.105 1.000 

 Class B 8.799E-7 0.000 0.000 0.001 865.477  

 Class E -6.215E-6 0.000 0.000 0.002 556.414  

 Class F -5.160E-6 0.000 0.000 0.001 1507.622  

 Class D -8.170E-7 0.000 0.000 0.003 306.434  
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Fig4.2  Histogram and P-P plot of the standardized residual in MLR models 

4.3 Discussion 

According to the land use classification results, the multi-objective spatial optimization 

model proposed in this research uses an evolutionary algorithm to generalize a series of 

possible future land use plans. The projected land use solutions in Fig4.1 and Table4.1 

show the land use area variation in different land use categories may lead to the reduction 

of carbon emission and increment in population capacity. It proves that even without 

introducing renewable energy or mitigation technologies, the aims of reducing carbon 

emission can still be achieved by the optimization of the urban spatial structure. It also 
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provides the possibility of increasing the population capacity without any land use 

expansion. The projected scenarios from the spatial optimization model show there is a 

great potential to reach the requirement of a low-carbon city through reasonable spatial 

planning.  

With the support of a specific future policy, the multi-objective spatial optimization 

model could have many extensions on its implementation. For instance, by introducing 

extra limitations on land use categories, the spatial optimization model can be used to 

predict the urban land use structure under different land use policies (Jing et al., 2013). 

To predict the effect of new energy policy on land use plan, the carbon emission 

coefficient in the carbon emission estimation framework can be adjusted following the 

available reference for CO2  emission factor in the Netherlands (Status, 2011). Mostly, 

the new energy policy has occurred in building or transport sector. According to the 

specific energy policy requirements, the relevant carbon emission distribution map can 

be obtained by updating the carbon emission coefficient in building or transport carbon 

emission estimation model. The estimated results can be further applied to comparative 

study. To sum up, the developed multi-objective spatial optimization model can be 

widely applied to support land use planning in various situations. However, because 

limitation conditions in the current study only include basic limits for carbon emission 

and population capacity, the range for the model fitness is relatively wide. It leads to the 

consequence that the results are easily trapped in the local optimum. This issue could be 

solved by involving more precise land use limitation conditions in the spatial 

optimization model.   

Although the setting in the current model has some limitations, the massive number of 

optimal solutions still provide a possibility to identify the impact of land use area 

variation on the carbon emission. The regression results presented in Table4.2 illustrate 

the increase of land use area in Class A, Class E, and Class F categories have a negative 

impact on the carbon emission reduction in the case study. Table4.3 shows the increase 

of land use area on Class A, Class B, and Class E categories have a negative impact on 

the reduction in carbon emission per person. Usually, the greenspace plays an important 

role in balancing the carbon emission in an urban area. Since the objectives of the 

optimization model are maximum population capacity and minimizing carbon emission, 

the increasing of land use area in pure greenspace land use category like Class A may 

lead to the reduction in inhabitants, which needs to be compensated by increasing the 

high carbon emission land use categories such as Class E and Class F. This leads to the 

opposite effect between increasing pure greenspace and reducing carbon emission. To 

reduce carbon emissions and to maintain population capacity above its level in the 

baseline scenario, it is not suggested to develop more pure greenspace area in Eindhoven. 

However, a certain proportion of greenspace is still helpful in reducing carbon emissions 
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in neighborhoods. It not only directly absorbs the CO2 in the process of photosynthesis 

but also decreases the cooling demands by shading and evapotranspiration, and heating 

demands by windspeed reduction (Zhang et al., 2017). This leads to the results that the 

increased land use area in the Class C and Class D with well-balanced green space and 

housing did not show a negative impact on the reduction of carbon emission in the 

regression model. To maintain the balance between maximizing population capacity and 

minimizing carbon emission. The regression results suggested to decrease land use area 

in pure greenspace, and high-density housing with low greening, especially Class A and 

Class E. Because the increasing land use area in these two land use categories have a 

negative impact on both carbon emission and carbon emission per person.   

4.4 Conclusion 

With the increasing amounts of carbon emission in the urban area, the optimization of 

land use structure holds great potential to reduce carbon emission rates and provide a 

sustainable land use plan. A multi-objective spatial optimization model based on NSGA-

II was developed to minimize carbon emission and maximum population capacity. The 

results based on the experimental data illustrated the optimization results could easily be 

trapped in the local optimum solutions due to the lack of sufficiency limitation conditions. 

Despite the local optimal problems, multi-objective spatial optimization still able to 

propose a series of land use solutions that can meet the requirement of low-carbon city 

planning. The MLR analysis also presents the impact of each land use category on carbon 

emission and carbon emission per person. The results provide a valuable reference for 

the municipality about future land use zoning plan in Eindhoven.  

Based on the current results, the future investigation on spatial optimization could focus 

on the reduction of locally optimum problems. The detailed regulations about building 

density and vegetation coverage could be considered. It not only provides more 

limitation conditions in the optimization process but also gives the possibilities to predict 

land use zoning plans under specific urban development scenarios. With further 

exploration of the current system, the spatial optimization model may have better 

flexibility in adopting the requirements of urban planners. 
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5     

5.1 Introduction 

Current research about forecasting carbon emission in the urban area was widely 

developed based on the driving factors from aspects such as economy, social 

demography, and technology (Wen and Cao, 2020). However, carbon emissions in the 

urban area are mainly caused by the energy consumption in buildings and transportation 

(Satterthwaite, 2008). These emissions are not only involved with the social and 

technical factors but also highly related to the spatial structure of the urban area. Many 

studies have proven the spatial distribution of buildings and land use can largely 

determine the amounts of urban energy consumption and resulting carbon emission by 

influencing the population density, travel behaviors, and built environment in the 

corresponding urban area (Wang et al., 2017). Besides the anthropogenic emission 

sources, the natural vegetation also plays an important role in balancing carbon emissions 

in the urban area. As the major carbon sink, the distribution of green areas is also highly 

related to the spatial structure of urban areas (Wilkes et al., 2018). By adjusting the 

relevant spatial attributes in the urban area, a reasonable urban spatial plan can make 

great contributions to reducing the corresponding carbon emission. Although many 

studies have been conducted to analyze the relationship between urban spatial structure 

and carbon emission, few have taken the impact of different spatial attributes into the 

practices to predict carbon emission in realistic scenarios (Liu et al., 2019).  

In order to establish the prediction model based on the impact of urban spatial structure, 

the carbon emission prediction is central to exploring the potential of carbon reduction 

based on the adjustment of spatial attributes. Currently, the methodologies applied to 

predict carbon emission can be summarized as two main categories: statistical techniques 

and artificial intelligence tools (Wen and Cao, 2020). The traditional statistic methods 

mainly refer to the model using fuzzy regression and grey theory (Qu, 2016). The 

machine learning tools consist the methods like artificial neural networks (ANN), 

support vector machine (SVM), and their improved extensions (Kazemzadeh et al., 2020). 

When encountering the nonlinear forecasting problems, the machine learning tools are 

superior to the traditional statistic methods since they are operating as a powerful black-

box system with high performance on parallel solving (El-Sebakhy et al., 2012). As a 
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typical technique used to handle classification and prediction, the SVM for regression 

termed as support vector regression (SVR) has revealed better performance on dealing 

with geographic variables due to its capability to circumvent overfitting (Cho et al., 2020).  

However, urban spatial planning usually has a wide range of uncertainty. The 

implementation of precise land use schemes is highly affected by local policies and land 

use standards. These constraints and conditions are usually presented as general 

guidelines for future local development (Lambin et al., 2014). Although SVR can be used 

for forecasting the carbon emission with the support of a set of spatial attributes, it is 

unreasonable to directly use them as the practical results for the decision-maker (Wei et 

al., 2018). A probabilistic method is needed to transfer the outcomes into a more realistic 

land use plan. Many previous studies have proven the effectiveness of integrating Monte 

Carlo simulation (MCS) with the SVR model on predicting energy demand and carbon 

emission in real-case studies (Piao et al., 2014a)(Yu et al., 2016), but not for urban 

planning purposes.   

In this chapter, a carbon emission prediction model based on SVR and Monte Carlo 

simulation methods was proposed to forecast the carbon emission under different urban 

spatial structures. It aims to provide valuable information during the urban planning 

decision-making process as one of the top innovation centers in Europe. Eindhoven has 

numerous new urban planning programs that aim to improve urban quality and 

sustainability (Dane, 2019).  Contributing to the ambition of renewing urban vitality, 

four ongoing renovation programs in Eindhoven were selected as typical examples to 

illustrate the performance of the proposed carbon emission prediction model under 

different scenarios. Through the SVR-MCS integrated model, the future carbon 

emissions under different urban spatial structures were predicted to evaluate how the 

spatial attributes variation will reduce energy consumption and carbon emission. 

5.2 Case Study 

5.2.1 Data Sources 

As a high-tech center and former industrial manufacture city in the Netherlands, 

Eindhoven has attracted many migrant workers, experts, and international students from 

elsewhere in the world to inhabit. The population has increased 9% since 2008 (CBS, 

2015). In order to meet the increasing demands on employment and housing, urban 

renovation is needed to expend more room for business and new inhabitants. Meanwhile, 

as the most important industrial city in the Netherlands, Eindhoven also facing a severe 

challenge to achieve sustainable urban development. The municipal council of 

Eindhoven has set an objective to reduce 55% in 2030 relative to 1990 (Studies, 2012).  
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The balancing between urban renovation and carbon reduction has become the most 

urgent topic for the urban planner of the municipality.    

The following database was carried out for the preprocessing and further analysis: (1) 

Land use function map for 2012 is provided by the Central Agency of Statistics (CBS) 

database. It demonstrates the distribution of different types of land use in Eindhoven. 

The original land use function was reclassified into 10 categories: residential area, 

shopping area, office&industry area, social-cultural area, sports, transport, airport, others, 

green space, and water (Fig5.1a). (2) Building and land cover map is obtained from the 

BAG, BGT, and DSM database. BAG includes the building information from building 

function, height, area to the spatial layout. BGT database, on the other hand, mainly 

contains vegetation information such as the classification and allocation of green space. 

Combining with the DSM data which consist of altitude information of Eindhoven, 

vegetation attributes such as height and volume can also be acquired (Fig5.1b). (3) The 

carbon emission distribution map in Eindhoven is calculated by the city-scale geographic 

carbon emission estimation framework, which is illustrated in chapter 2. The estimation 

result is presented through ArcGIS (Fig5.1c).  
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Fig5.1 Land use, building, and carbon emission map in Eindhoven 

5.2.2 Urban Planning Programs 

The practice of the carbon emission prediction model was conducted in the city of 

Eindhoven. As one of the core economic areas of the Netherlands, Eindhoven is the top 

innovative technology region among the worldwide (TNO, 2011). With the rapid 

development in recent decades, more companies have emerged in Eindhoven. It not only 

bringing more jobs opportunity but also along with more inhabitants, the increasing 

business and population have taken Eindhoven into its limits. To keep the 

competitiveness with other top technology regions, more investments are needed in the 
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aspects of accessibility, facilities, and sustainability to improve the business climate 

(Strategy and Specialisation, 2013). As a collaboration that aims to strengthen the 

cooperation between government agencies and business investment, Brainport City 

contains all spatial projects in Eindhoven which are either in progress or under planning 

(Gebhardt, 2020). Four urban plan programs were selected to validate the performance 

of the carbon prediction model. These programs are mainly centered around the city 

center, Fig5.2 has illustrated their specific location in Eindhoven. The detailed 

information about related city area can be described as followed: 

 

Fig5.2 Location of urban planning programs in Eindhoven 

(1) Strijp-S (MBP) 

Strijp-S was originally one of the striking business parks of Philips. Since 2006, the 

redevelopment of Strijp-S into a multifunctional area with living, working, and 

relaxation has been conducted. With the emerging of various new businesses, many 

buildings have been transferred into small and medium-sized companies. In recent years, 

Strijp-S has grown organically into a cultural hotspot, a living lab for design and 

technology. The liveliness on Strijp-S has also attracted many young people inhabited in 

this area. Nowadays, Strijp-S has become a diverse and striking area with much potential 

to be further developed. It was designed as a typical mix-used business park (MBP), 

which represents the trending of multifunctional area development in the city of 

Eindhoven. 

(2) Strijp-T (BP) 

Strijp-T is a former Philips property. It will be largely redeveloped and filled with 

modern business and supporting functions. A newly Strijp-T will be emphasized in 4 
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fields of activity: high tech, smart society, sustainability, and experience. Furthermore, 

the infrastructure in Strijp-T will be redesigned and improved in phases, and an attractive 

working and residential environment will be created here. In the long term, two biomass 

plants will be built to take over the gas-fired energy production in this area, and it aims 

to restore the former green glory of this area. In the future, Strijp-T will be developed 

into a future-oriented innovative business park (BP). Comparing with the MBP, Strijp-T 

focuses more on the evolution of industrial structure and energy efficiency. It presents 

the general development prospect of the industrial area.  

(3) Redevelopment of the exciting city center (MC) 

The first phase of redevelopment is a quality boost in the public space of the city center, 

and this is a leap focusing on meeting and relaxation with a special quality of urban 

greenery. A plan is being developed in which various aspects come together: green, 

climate, inner-city vision, sports, public space, and retail. It is dominated by multiple 

value creation. The quality leap in the core shopping area has great social value and 

earning new opportunities within and outside the municipality. The implementation of 

this quality leap will highlight the core values of Eindhoven DNA – TDK (technology, 

design, and knowledge). The new interior contains a lot of greenery and a high quality 

of stay. It aims to redevelop the original city center into a mix-used commercial area 

(MC), which better fits the signature of Eindhoven.  

(4) Emmasingelkwadrant (SR) 

Emmasingelkwadrant is known as the former Philips Lighting plots, which is located 

along the railway zone in the city center of Eindhoven. With the departure of Philips and 

the sale of the plots and offices, there was momentum to open this area to the city. As 

the first phase of the Emmasingelkwadrant development, numerous residential facilities, 

along with a central city park will be created in this area. It will be achieved by the 

transformation of the main building into city lofts and a series of additional new 

construction. Ideally, it will create an urban residential environment with approximately 

800 homes in a green oasis. The purpose of this plan is to create a sustainable residential 

area (SR) that can mitigate energy consumption and resulting carbon emission.  

In general, urban planning programs in Eindhoven mainly focus on the renovation of 

traditional industry sites and the old city center into innovation business park and garden 

city. The prime target is redeveloping the city into a place with more mixed-function 

areas and greenery. It intends to improve urban quality and sustainability 

comprehensively. 
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5.3 Carbon emission prediction model 

5.3.1 Feature selection 

The changes brought by urban renovation are mainly reflected in the spatial attribute 

variation in land use and building. According to the quantification processing in chapter 

3, spatial attributes are extracted based on the building and vegetation covers, plus the 

altitude information obtained from the DSM image. The planning programs in the case 

study are mainly focused on three aspects: land use, building, and vegetation. To fully 

illustrate their impact on carbon emission, spatial attributes were further classified based 

on their land use types and building functions. In this study, we assumed the facilities 

regarding social culture, education, medical care, sports, etc. are not involved in the 

urban renovation. The urban planning programs mainly focusing on residential, 

commercial, industry, and greenspace sectors. All selected spatial attributes were 

presented in Table5.1, which contains 4 land use attributes, 4 building attributes, and 2 

vegetation attributes. Land use attributes describe the proportion of specific land use 

types in each land use pattern. They are measured by the area of residential land use (R), 

shopping land use (S), Office&Industry land use (O), and transport land use (T). While 

building attributes describe the volumetric characteristics of specific building function 

such as residential building (𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝐵𝑉), shop building (𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑝𝐵𝑉), office building 

(𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐵𝑉), and industry building (𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦𝐵𝑉). They are computed by combining 

the height information with geometric features obtained from the BAG and DSM 

database. Analogously, vegetation coverage ratio (VCR) calculated the area covered by 

the vegetation. The vegetation volume (𝑉𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑉) is derived by multiplying the height 

information with vegetation coverage ratio. The volumetric attributes of building and 

vegetation were normalized to eliminate the impact caused by the differences among 

land use patterns. 
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Table5.1 Spatial attributes selected from the database 

Selected Spatial Attributes (Unit) Equation 

Land Use Residential Area (%) 𝑅𝐿 =
𝑅

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
∙ 100 

 Shopping Area (%) 𝑆𝐿 =
𝑆

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
∙ 100 

 Office&Industry Area (%) 𝑂&𝐼𝐿 =
𝑂

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
∙ 100 

 Transport Area (%) 𝑇𝐿 =
𝑇

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
∙ 100 

Building 
Normalized Residential Building Volume 

(m3/m2) 𝑅𝐵𝑉 =
∑ ℎ𝑖
𝑅𝑏
𝑖 𝑟2

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
 

 
Normalized Shop Building Volume 

(m3/m2) 𝑆𝐵𝑉 =
∑ ℎ𝑖
𝑆𝑏
𝑖 𝑟2

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
 

 
Normalized Office Building Volume 

(m3/m2) 𝑂𝐵𝑉 =
∑ ℎ𝑖
𝑂𝑏
𝑖 𝑟2

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
 

 
Normalized Industry Building Volume 

(m3/m2) 𝐼𝐵𝑉 =
∑ ℎ𝑖
𝐼𝑏
𝑖 𝑟2

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
 

Vegetation Vegetation Coverage Ratio (%) 𝑉𝐶𝑅 =
∑ 𝑟2𝑣
𝑖

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
∙ 100 

 Normalized Vegetations Volume (m3/m2) 𝑉𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑉 =
∑ ℎ𝑖
𝑣
𝑖 𝑟2

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
 

Note: 𝑅𝑏: the number of the pixel covered by residential buildings; 𝑆𝑏: the number of the 

pixel covered by shop buildings; 𝑂𝑏: the number of the pixel covered by office buildings; 

𝐼𝑏: the number of the pixel covered by industrial buildings; 𝑣:  the number of the pixel 

covered by vegetation class; ℎ𝑖: height of the pixel 𝑖; 𝑟: spatial resolution; 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎: area of 

land use pattern. 

To filter the spatial attributes that have a significant impact on carbon emission, a tree-

based feature selection method was applied to select the geometric and volumetric 

attributes further. Random forest algorithm is an appropriate process to construct a model 

that can select a subset of relevant features (variables and predictors) based on Gini 

feature importance (Menze et al., 2009). The calculation process could be achieved 
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through the “Boruta” package in R. Higher the feature importance score is, the more 

important the variable is (Kursa and Rudnicki, 2015). 

5.3.2 Support vector regression   

Support Vector Regression (SVR) is a supervised learning method used for regression 

analysis. As an extension of the Support Vector Machine, SVR has been widely applied 

in various fields as an important technique for forecasting (Jin and Jin, 2014). Compared 

with conventional methods, the model produced by SVR only depends on a subset of the 

training data. Any training data close to the model prediction was ignored by the cost 

function of model construction (Hu et al., 2013). It uses the structural risk minimization 

principle to minimize the generalization error instead of training set error. This inductive 

principle gives SVR better performance on the prediction accuracy by avoiding over-

fitting issues(Roy and Chakraborty, 2020). In addition, SVR also overcomes the 

difficulties caused by the normality assumption of the distribution process and the 

correlation among predictors (Gani et al., 2010).  

According to the theory proposed by the originators, SVR is seeking the most flatness 

linear function 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝜔 ∙ ∅(𝑥𝑖) + 𝑏 with the most 𝜖 deviation from actual targets. One 

way to ensure this is to minimize the weight vector 𝜔 (Vapnik, 2000). This objective can 

be defined as a convex optimization problem as below: 

𝑚𝑖𝑛
1

2
‖𝜔‖2 

𝑠. 𝑡. |𝑦𝑖 −𝜔 ∙ ∅(𝑥𝑖) − 𝑏| ≤ 𝜖                                   (5.1) 

Since the regression error, less than 𝜖 is allowed in the model, the slack variables 𝜉𝑖
∨, 𝜉𝑖

∧ 

are introduced to cope with the infeasible constraint conditions of optimization problems. 

Hence the formula with the slack variables can be further described as:   

𝑚𝑖𝑛
1

2
‖𝜔‖2 + 𝐶∑(𝜉𝑖

∨ + 𝜉𝑖
∧)

𝑚

𝑖=1

 

𝑠. 𝑡. {
−𝜖 − 𝜉𝑖

∨ ≤ 𝑦𝑖 −𝜔 ∙ ∅(𝑥𝑖) − 𝑏 ≤ 𝜖 + 𝜉𝑖
∧

𝜉𝑖
∨, 𝜉𝑖

∧ ≥ 0
                    (5.2)                                                   

Where the positive constant 𝐶 determines the trade-off between the function flatness and 

the amounts of which deviations larger than 𝜖  are tolerated. To transform the 

minimization problem into an unconstrained form, a Lagrange function with 

corresponding constraints can be constructed as below:  
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𝐿 =
1

2
‖𝜔‖2 + 𝐶∑(𝜉𝑖

∨ + 𝜉𝑖
∧)

𝑚

𝑖=1

+∑𝛼∨(−𝜖 − 𝜉𝑖
∨ − 𝑦𝑖 + 𝜔 ∙ ∅(𝑥𝑖) + 𝑏)

𝑚

𝑖=1

+∑𝛼∧(𝑦𝑖 − 𝜔 ∙ ∅(𝑥𝑖) − 𝑏 − 𝜖 − 𝜉𝑖
∨)

𝑚

𝑖=1

−∑𝜇∨𝜉𝑖
∨ −∑𝜇∧

𝑚

𝑖=1

𝑚

𝑖=1

𝜉𝑖
∧              (5.3) 

Where 𝐿  is the Lagrangian and 𝛼∨, 𝛼∧, 𝜇∨, 𝜇∧  are Lagrange multipliers. The original 

function 𝐿 can be transferred as an equivalent dual problem get the saddle point, the 

partial derivatives concerning the primal variables (𝜔, 𝑏, 𝜉𝑖
∨, 𝜉𝑖

∧) can be derived as: 

{
 
 
 

 
 
 𝜕𝜔𝐿 = 𝜔 −∑(𝛼𝑖

∧ − 𝛼𝑖
∨)∅(𝑥𝑖) = 0

𝑚

𝑖=1

𝜕𝑏𝐿 =∑(𝛼𝑖
∧ − 𝛼𝑖

∨) = 0

𝑚

𝑖=1

𝜉𝑖
∨𝐿 = 𝐶 − 𝛼𝑖

∨ − 𝜇∨ = 0

𝜉𝑖
∧𝐿 = 𝐶 − 𝛼𝑖

∧ − 𝜇∧ = 0

                             (5.4) 

By substituting equation (5.4) into 𝐿, the dual variables 𝜇∨, 𝜇∧ will be eliminated, and 

the original Lagrange function can be reformulated as a dual form: 

𝑚𝑎𝑥∑[𝑦𝑖(𝛼𝑖
∧ − 𝛼𝑖

∨) − 𝜖(𝛼𝑖
∧ + 𝛼𝑖

∨)]

𝑚

𝑖=1

−
1

2
∑(𝛼𝑖

∧ − 𝛼𝑖
∨)

𝑚

𝑖,𝑗=1

(𝛼𝑗
∧ − 𝛼𝑗

∨)𝐾(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗) 

𝑠. 𝑡. {
∑(𝛼𝑖

∧ − 𝛼𝑖
∨) = 0

𝑚

𝑖=1

0 < 𝛼𝑖
∧, 𝛼𝑖

∨ < 𝐶

                                              (5.5) 

Thus, the function 𝑓(𝑥) can be rewritten as:  

𝑓(𝑥) =∑(𝛼𝑖
∧ − 𝛼𝑖

∨)𝐾(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗) + 𝑏

𝑚

𝑖=1

                                    (5.6) 

As an extension of 𝑓(𝑥) to nonlinear function, it introduces a transformation function to 

describe the input space data to a higher dimensional feature space. In a sense, the 

complexity of the function depends on the number of support vectors, not related to the 

dimensionality of the input space (Smola and Schölkopf, 2004). In the final equation 

(5.6), 𝐾(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗) is defined as the kernel function, it has four different forms which are 
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linear, polynomial, redial-basis, and sigmoidal functions (Liu et al., 2006). They will be 

tested by regression evaluation index to validate the fitness. The model with the highest 

accuracy will be applied to predict the carbon emission in each future scenario. 

5.3.3 Monte Carlo simulation 

To fully present all possible future carbon emission under different situations, the input 

spatial attributes are sampled quasi-randomly and set as initial values for the SVR model. 

The probability distributions of carbon emission can be obtained by the Monte Carlo 

method. As a probabilistic method, Monte Carlo using random numbers to simulate 

stochastic behavior and estimating the problem solutions (Straßburg and Alexandrov, 

2013). Through repeatedly sampling from a set of spatial attribute distribution, the Monte 

Carlo method can overcome the uncertainty that existed in future urban planning by 

transforming the problem solutions into the occurrence probability of a certain 

event(Mustafa et al., 2018). It has not only great potential in combining with the 

prediction model but also has strong flexibility in dealing with the different distribution 

functions (Piao et al., 2014). In this study, 100,000 Monte Carlo runs were made in 

accordance with each selected spatial attribute. The distribution functions of spatial 

attributes were extracted from corresponding land use patterns with similar functions. 

All variables have been restricted under certain range following the existing land use 

patterns to avoid incompatible combinations. By incorporating the Monte Carlo method 

with the SVR model, the probability distributions of carbon emission can be obtained by 

fitting the frequency distributions of MCS results. According to the results, the 

occurrence probabilities of different carbon emission levels can be presented intuitively. 

The detailed relation between spatial attributes and carbon emission can also be 

illustrated from further analysis. 

5.4 Carbon emission prediction results 

5.4.1 Model test and validation 

To test the performance of the carbon emission prediction model, the selected spatial 

attributes were applied as the independent variables in the SVR. The selected database 

contains the building variables and land use variables that are directly related to urban 

architectures and their associated landscape, respectively, as well as the vegetation 

variables that quantify the geographic characteristics of vegetation. These variables were 

extracted from each land use pattern. The computation of variables was achieved by the 

data management tool and spatial analyst tool in ArcGIS.  
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Before applying SVR prediction, the importance of variables to carbon emission was 

further selected via the random forest algorithm. The feature selection results are 

presented in Figure5.3. It shows the building variables Normalized Office Building 

Volume and Normalized Industry Building Volume have no significant impact on carbon 

emission. They were rejected from the original dataset. Table5.2 has illustrated the 

feature importance of different spatial variables. In the land use variables, the highest 

score of feature importance is found in the Residential Area (40.899). It is followed by 

Shopping Area (21.316). Office&Industry Area and Transport Area have similar 

importance on carbon emission (13.218 and 10.698). Except for the rejected variables, 

the feature importance of other building variables like Normalized Residential Building 

Volume and Normalized Shop Building Volume is 16.264 and 10.468, respectively. As 

for vegetation variables, the Vegetation Coverage Ratio has the highest score (26.370) 

which indicates the green area has the greatest impact on carbon sequestration. It is 

followed by the Normalized Vegetations Volume (14.517) which represents green 

quantity on a vertical scale. Overall, the proportion of residential areas has the most 

significant impact on carbon emission. While the proportion of shopping area and 

coverage of vegetation also plays an important role. The rest variables have relative 

equality importance on the contribution of carbon emission.  

Fig5.3 Features selection result of selected spatial attributes 
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Table5.2 Feature importance of different spatial variables on carbon emission 

Variable  Feature Importance 

Land Use Residential Area  40.899 

 Shopping Area  21.316 

 Office&Industry Area  13.218 

 Transport Area 10.698 

Building Normalized Residential Building Volume  16.264 

 Normalized Shop Building Volume 10.468 

 Normalized Office Building Volume 1.388 

 Normalized Industry Building Volume 0.954 

Vegetation Vegetation Coverage Ratio  26.370 

 Normalized Vegetations Volume 14.517 

After feature selection, data of all variables were randomly split into a 75% training 

dataset and 25% testing dataset. They were further applied to establish the SVR model 

with four kernel functions, respectively (linear function, polynomial function, radial-

basis function, and sigmoidal function). The testing dataset was used to validate the 

fitness of the SVR model with different kernel functions. To assess the performance of 

each SVR model, the evaluation index adjusted R2 is introduced to conduct comparative 

experiments. The comparative results are listed in Table5.3, which proves that in carbon 

emission prediction model, the radial-basis kernel function generates the model with the 

highest level of fitness. Thus, SVR with radial-basis kernel function was applied to 

predict carbon emission in the future scenarios.  

Table5.3 Accuracy validation of different kernel functions in prediction models 

Model Adjusted R2 

SVR with linear kernel function 0.298 

SVR with polynomial kernel function 0.048 

SVR with radial-basis kernel function 0.390 

SVR with sigmoidal kernel function 0.011 

 

5.4.2 Description of future scenarios 

According to renovation purposes of the urban planning programs, the future scenarios 

of Strijp-S, Strijp-T, City Center, and Emmasingelkwadrant have illustrated four typical 
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renovation directions in the city of Eindhoven: mix-used business park (MBP), business 

park (BP), mix-used commercial area (MC), and sustainable residential area (SR). More 

specifically, Strijp-S district will be extended as a mix-used business park with diverse 

functions, while Strijp-T district will be reconstructed as a pure business park with 

various innovation industries. As for the city center of Eindhoven, it is planned to be 

redeveloped into a multi-function commercial area with high greenery. 

Emmasingelkwadrant will be rebuilt as a high greenery residential area. In summary, all 

selected urban planning programs can be classified into four corresponding categories: 

MBP, BP, MC, and SR. Their original states are presented in Figure5.4. As an example 

of the MBP program, Strijp-S is planned to extend its residential area and industrial area 

to 5-20% and 45-70%, respectively. 

The following extension of residential function buildings and shop function buildings is 

needed to meet the increasing population of new inhabitants. In the BP and MC scenarios, 

Strijp-T and the city center will maintain their residential area at the range of 0-10%. The 

office&industry area in Strijp-T is set between 70-80%, while the shopping area in city 

center will remain at the level of 60-85%. Since the urban renovations in Strijp-T and 

city center are largely about the micro modification of district function, the building 

extension is not considered as the primary target of these two scenarios. As for the SR 

scenario, the renovation of Emmasingelkwadrant is planned to extend its residential area 

at the level of 20-80%. The original office&industry area will be controlled at the range 

of 0-10%. It also needs a massive extension of residential function buildings and shops 

function buildings to fit the significant variation of land use function. Considering the 

solid requirement of maintaining the high greenery in Eindhoven, all future scenarios 

will be planned under the assumption of vegetation extension. It is assumed that vertical 

greening and roof greening will be widely applied in future planning. The vegetation 

coverage ratio will not be contradicted with land use proportion. The current vegetation 

coverage ratio and vegetation volume in each future scenario were set as the boundary 

of minimizing value. Table5.4 has illustrated the detailed spatial planning of four 

different future scenarios. 
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Fig5.4 3D geographical model of selected urban planning programs 

Table5.4 Spatial planning of future scenarios 

Future 

Scenarios 

Land Use  

Proportion (%) 

Building  

Extension 
Vegetation 

Extension 
RL SL O&IL TL RBV SBV 

Strijp-S  

(MBP) 
5-20 0 45-70 12.88 ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Strijp-T  

(BP) 
0-10 0 70-80 10.91 - - ✓ 

City Center  

(MC) 
0-10 60-85 0 4.20 - - ✓ 

Emmasingel 

kwadrant 

(SR) 

20-80 0 0-10 9.81 ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Note: ✓ refers relevant plan will be conducted; - refers relevant plan will not be 

conducted.  

5.4.3 Results of scenario simulations 

To obtain the carbon emission of selected urban planning programs in the future, the 

carbon emission was predicted by the spatial attribute dataset using the SVR model. 

According to the results from feature selection, the inputs of the SVR model contain the 

parameters such as the proportion of different land use functions, building volume of 

different building functions, vegetation coverage ratio, and vegetation volume. The SVR 
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model will be run based on the samples selected by the Monte Carlo simulation. To 

provide a more intuitionistic image about the carbon emission level in each future 

scenario, the prediction results from the SVR-Monte Carlo simulation need to be 

processed by data reduction. The top and bottom 5% of the prediction results were 

eliminated from the database to reduce the impact of the outlier values. The rest of the 

prediction results were presented by three carbon emission levels: low (L), medium (M), 

and high (H). Fig5.5 shows the probability distributions of carbon emission in different 

future scenarios. The predicted carbon emission in MBP, BP, and SR are presented as 

the normal distribution, while the predicted results in MC are negatively skewed 

distribution. The MC has the highest mean carbon emission (48.64 kg/m2), followed by 

the SR scenario, which aims at developing a new concept of sustainable residential area 

(32.27 kg/m2). The carbon emissions produced from MBP and BP scenarios remain at 

the same level. Their mean values are 19.78kg/m2 and 15.07kg/m2, respectively.  

According to the cumulative probability distribution in Fig5.5, the carbon emission 

which identified as low (L) in MBP, BP, MC, and SR scenario ranges from 15.19-18.40 

kg/m2, 12.10-14.22 kg/m2, 43.13-46.26 kg/m2, and 29.30-31.18 kg/m2 respectively; 

while the medium (M) level ranges from 18.40-21.61 kg/m2, 14.22-16.34 kg/m2, 46.26-

49.40 kg/m2, and 31.18-33.06 kg/m2 respectively; the high (H) level ranges from 21.61-

24.42 kg/m2, 16.34-18.46 kg/m2, 49.40-52.54 kg/m2, and 33.06-34.94 kg/m2 respectively. 

Table5.5 shows the occurrence of probabilities of different carbon emission levels in 

each future scenario. In the scenarios MBP, BP, and SR, the medium carbon emission 

level has the highest probabilities. Their percentages are 40.47%, 39.64%, and 41.07% 

respectively. In contrast, MC has the highest probability of a high carbon emission level. 

It has a value of around 40.84%. By linking the carbon emission values with the 

corresponding spatial attributes, the mean values of land use attributes, building 

attributes, and vegetation attributes in different carbon emission levels are also presented 

in Table5.5. In the aspect of land use attributes, the proportion of RL and O&IL is 

positively correlated with carbon emissions. In each future scenario, the higher 

residential and office&industry coverage area leads to a higher carbon emission level. 

As for building attributes, the RBV presents a positive correlation with the carbon 

emission level in MBP, BP, and MC scenarios. While in the pure residential area scenario 

like SR, the RBV presents a negative correlation with the carbon emission level. In the 

vegetation attributes, VCR shows a significant negative correlation with the carbon 

emission level. For the rest of the parameters, there is no significant correlation between 

other spatial attributes and their corresponding carbon emission level.  
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Fig5.5 Probability distribution of Carbon emission in different scenarios  
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Table5.5 Carbon emission level under different spatial attributes 

Carbon 

Emission 

Level 

Prob. 

(%) 

Land Use  

Attributes (%) 

Building 

Attributes 

(m3/m2) 

Vegetation 

Attributes 

RL SL 
O& 

IL 
TL 

R 

BV 

S 

BV 

VCR 

(%) 

VegeV 

(m3/m2) 

MBP          

Low  

(L) 
28.40 10.90 0.00 52.65 12.88 1.30 0.75 27.56 0.61 

Medium 

(M) 
40.47 12.62 0.00 56.49 12.88 1.51 0.76 24.82 0.62 

High  

(H) 
21.13 13.87 0.00 59.78 12.88 1.78 0.76 23.21 0.63 

          

BP          

Low  

(L) 
30.30 3.84 0.00 74.68 10.91 0.22 0.30 29.47 1.34 

Medium 

(M) 
39.64 4.61 0.00 75.42 10.91 0.43 0.31 26.59 1.40 

High  

(H) 
20.05 5.07 0.00 75.93 10.91 0.68 0.31 24.93 1.43 

          

MC          

Low  

(L) 
13.45 4.71 72.24 0.00 4.20 4.28 3.46 38.73 0.64 

Medium 

(M) 
35.71 4.84 71.78 0.00 4.20 4.32 3.47 25.86 0.61 

High  

(H) 
40.84 5.30 73.86 0.00 4.20 4.43 3.43 13.92 0.49 

          

SR          

Low  

(L) 
20.34 52.96 0.00 4.95 9.81 7.90 1.73 23.80 1.16 

Medium 

(M) 
41.07 52.19 0.00 5.00 9.81 7.09 1.76 22.60 1.12 

High  

(H) 
28.59 58.62 0.00 5.27 9.81 6.41 1.80 21.28 1.00 
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5.5 Discussion  

In this carbon emission prediction model, the future carbon emission level is predicted 

based on the collection of land use, building, and vegetation spatial attributes. With the 

support of synthetic approaches of SVR and MCS, the integrated model has generated 

numerous sets of carbon emission values under different scenarios based on the open 

dataset in 2014. From the model validation, it is proven that the radial-basis kernel 

function has the best fitness performance. While the carbon emission is mainly 

influenced by the distribution and coverage of different land use functions. The volumes 

of the residential building, shop building, and vegetation play as the secondary roles in 

the model. The prediction results have illustrated the most possible carbon emission level 

and corresponding spatial attributes in each future scenario. They can be used as 

important references for urban planning. 

Due to the different renovation purposes of all proposed urban planning programs, the 

mean values of carbon emission have huge differences from one another. The ranges are 

largely determined by the main function in each future scenario. For instance, the 

shopping area tends to produce massive amounts of carbon emission since it is mainly 

associated with commercial and services buildings. The vast interior space and high-

density passenger flow in retail trade facilities can lead to a large requirement for energy 

consumption (DOE, 2015). The MC scenario in this study is located in the city center. It 

contains various types of high-density buildings, ranging from mix-used complex to a 

big shopping mall. Since the renovation project will largely keep the original building 

structures, the MC project has a better opportunity to produce a higher level of carbon 

emission. As for the pure residential area, it works as a core area for gathering large 

amounts of population. Compared with other mix-used function areas, the pure 

residential tends to have a higher population density. In the SR scenario, the newly 

constructed residential buildings are majorly transferred from old industrial sites and 

used plants. They are distributed as a combination of adjacent mid-rise studios and 

several high-rise apartments, which have a high potential to accommodate a large number 

of new inhabitants. The compact population distribution will lead to relatively higher 

carbon emissions in this area.  

The most representative symbol of Eindhoven is the scattered business parks that are 

emerging all over the city. As the birthplace of the well-known Philips company, there 

are many old plants and offices located in Eindhoven. With the development of 

technology and urban function transformation, many Eindhoven for the art and 

innovative industry have emerged in Eindhoven. Some of them were even reformed into 

studios, which forms numerous mix-used complexes that keep attracting young 

residences and entrepreneurs to inhabit (Breukel and Zeegers, 2017). Nowadays, these 
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innovative business areas have become one of the most famous images of Eindhoven. 

They hold three pillars representing the core values in this city: technology, design, and 

knowledge (Strategy-2016-2020 (1), 2020). In the MBP and BP scenarios, these business 

parks will not only carry out their role as the innovative center but also serves as green 

areas for leisure and recreation. Besides, since the original traditional industry was also 

replaced by the low carbon innovative industrial, the energy consumption from these 

areas is relatively low. The increase of the green space and the decrease of the building 

energy consumption leads to the generally low carbon emission in the new innovative 

business park. 

There are still some limitations in the current prediction model. Firstly, the energy 

consumption from the industrial process is not considered in the carbon emission 

estimation model due to the difficulties of data collection (Wang et al., 2019). The 

prediction results may not fully reflect the impacts of the spatial attributes of the industry 

sector. Since most of the traditional industry in selected cases has already been replaced, 

this defect will not cause large errors in this study. However, when encountering other 

cities with many traditional industries, the estimation process needs to be corrected. 

Similarly, since the data is all extracted from Eindhoven—a small-scale European city. 

It needs to be further adjusted to fit the situations in other places. Although the prediction 

results have clearly illustrated the carbon emission level under different spatial attributes, 

the internal relation between different parameters was not considered. Especially for land 

use attributes and building attributes, there may be a hidden correlation among them. To 

obtain the correlated multivariate distribution, the Cholesky decomposition can be 

introduced to conduct Monte Carlo simulation.      

5.6 Conclusion 

This study presents an SVR-MCS integrated model to evaluate the impact of urban 

spatial structure on carbon emission. The SVR with radial-basis kernel function is used 

to establish a prediction module for simulating the carbon emission based on urban 

spatial structure characteristics. According to the demands of selected urban planning 

programs, MCS was applied to generate urban spatial structure characteristics that follow 

a specific distribution. The sets of characteristics can be further quantified by the land 

use attributes, building attributes, and vegetation attributes. Finally, the integrated model 

was employed to predict the most likely carbon emission level in different future 

scenarios based on the features of spatial attributes. 

The application of the integrated model was conducted on four typical urban renovation 

programs in Eindhoven. With the transformation of urban function in recent decades, 

new companies and high-tech immigrants have increased rapidly. To keep 
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competitiveness as one of the top innovative technology regions, Eindhoven is eager to 

employ more urban renovation projects in citywide. The selected urban renovation 

programs were classified as four new conceptual renovation directions (MBP, BP, MC, 

SR). They have illustrated the possible developing scenarios in the business park, 

shopping area, and residential area. The prediction results show that among four future 

scenarios, the MC scenario has the largest possibility to produce high-level carbon 

emission (49.40-52.54kg/m2), while MBP, BP, and SR scenarios are most likely to emit 

medium level carbon emission (18.40-21.61 kg/m2, 14.22-16.34 kg/m2, and 31.18-33.06 

kg/m2). Compared with the renovation direction of shopping area and residential area, 

the business park scenarios tend to generate much lower carbon emissions. In general, a 

Higher vegetation coverage ratio always leads to a lower carbon emission level. In 

contrast, in MBP, BP, and MC scenarios, Higher residential land use proportion and 

higher residential building volume tend to produce higher carbon emission levels. As for 

the SR scenario, higher residential building volume can lead to a lower carbon emission 

level due to the increasing energy use efficiency in high-density buildings block.  

This study indicates that future policies for low-carbon development should consider the 

urban spatial structure. The municipality should adopt urban planning that involves 

precise regulation of the built environment. The construction of an ideal low-carbon city 

can be achieved by developing reasonable urban planning and spatial distribution. The 

prediction results not only demonstrate the possible carbon emission values in the future 

but also provide important support for urban planners from the perspective of urban 

spatial planning. 
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6     
6.1 Summary of the thesis  

In this study, a low-carbon city land use planning support system has been proposed to 

solve the increasing carbon emission from the viewpoint of spatial planning. This 

decision support system is characterized by its comprehensiveness and innovativeness 

on carbon emission estimation, spatial analysis, spatial optimization, and carbon 

emission prediction. It has shown the potential as a useful tool for land use management 

and urban planning. In chapter 1, this research has been formulated as four sub-questions: 

estimation of carbon emission at the city level; understanding the relations between 

carbon emission and spatial elements; searching for land use solutions with lower carbon 

emission; prediction of carbon emission level from existing land use plans. The sub-

models within the decision support system are designed to solve these sub-questions. 

The sub-questions can be answered by the research results from chapter 2 to chapter 5. 

The answers to the sub-questions can be summarized as follows: 

• Question 1: How to estimate the carbon emission at the city level? 

According to the contents in chapter 2, the theory of urban metabolism and carbon 

footprint have been proved as the key to addressing the low carbon city development 

based on sophisticated spatial planning. The comprehensive estimation framework has 

evaluated the carbon emission from four key sectors (building, transport, resident, and 

vegetation) using the energy consumption data, social-demographic data, travel behavior 

data, and remote sensing data. Through the ArcGIS platform, the distribution of carbon 

emissions has revealed on a fine geographic scale (10m*10m cells). During the process 

of carbon emission estimation, the methodologies from various research fields have been 

conducted. For instance, a static spatial microsimulation model based on SA was used to 

generate a synthetic population for the carbon emission estimation in the transport sector. 

A huge amount of social-demographic data is needed during this indispensable step. The 

carbon sequestration is estimated by a Monteith type parametric model named the C-fix 

model, it involves numerous meteorological and physical parameters. Although the 

parameters involved in this estimating framework have large differences between one 
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and another, the total outputs from the entire system is quite convincing. The application 

in the case study of Eindhoven has proved its feasibility. 

With the establishment of a carbon emission estimating framework, the spatial carbon 

inventory of all sectors can be presented on the city scale map. The estimation results 

illustrated that the majority of carbon emissions in the case study are contributed from 

retail trade, company premises, and residential areas since they are related to most human 

activities. In contrast, the land use types that are mainly made up of green spaces such as 

agricultural land and forest, carry the lowest amounts of carbon emission. From the 

perspective of spatial planning, the distribution and proportion of different land use types 

can largely determine carbon emissions generated from different sectors. For example, 

the study area consists of 7 districts. As the center area of the Eindhoven, Centrum has 

the highest building density. It gathers most business and commercial buildings, such as 

shopping malls, supermarkets, and hotels around the city. The higher energy demand 

leads to the highest intensity of building carbon emission in this district. Woensel-Noord 

and Woensel-Zuid were developed as the emerging area of the city. They are equipped 

with the most compact residential areas in Eindhoven. According to statistics, nearly half 

of the population is inhabited in this area. The vast population leads to high intensity of 

transport carbon emission and resident carbon emission. Comparing with other districts, 

the total carbon intensities in Woensel-Noord and Woensel-Zuid are relatively high. For 

the districts covered with a large proportion of green spaces such as Strijp and Tongelre, 

the massive forest and agricultural land make them the important carbon sinks in this 

area. It leads to the significant low carbon intensity in these two districts. The carbon 

emission estimating framework provides a strong foundation to explore the carbon 

reduction measures associated with urban spatial planning. It is treated as the cornerstone 

of the following studies in this dissertation. 

• Question 2: What are the relations between carbon emission and spatial 

elements? 

In chapter 3, the assessment of the relationships between land use and carbon emission 

aims to provide useful implications for future land use planning. The spatial analysis 

procedures were divided into three steps. First, to clearly describe the spatial 

characteristics of individual land use patterns, the relevant geographic information needs 

to be quantified. The quantification of land use patterns was conducted from two aspects: 

landscape metrics and spatial attributes. The landscape metrics mainly focus on 

distinguishing spatial layout and a vertical structure, while the spatial attributes are more 

useful in describing precise geometric and volumetric information of buildings and 

vegetation. Secondly, the constructed sets of landscape metric and spatial attributes were 

combined with the results from the carbon emission estimation framework to conduct 

land use classification. Based on the landscape metric and spatial attribute characteristics, 
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the classification was achieved by the RF-HCPC model and RF-CART model, 

respectively. The RF-HCPC classified the land use patterns into 10 residential sub-

categories and 3 greenspace sub-categories, while the RF-CART classified land use 

patterns into 6 categories. Thirdly, the relation between land use and carbon emission 

was measured by the conditional variable importance using RF. The results show that 

across different landscape metrics, the composition and configuration of low-rise 

buildings and vegetation can largely determine the carbon emission in individual land 

use patterns. As for the spatial attributes, the carbon emission is mainly affected by 

building density and vegetation attributes.  

The characterizations of both landscape metrics and spatial attributes have proven to 

reflect their conditional importance on carbon emission, especially among the land use 

patterns which were identified as the residential area and green space. From the 

perspective of developing a sustainable city through spatial planning, the relation 

between land use and carbon emission is the key element for supporting land use 

management and urban planning decisions. With the results from conditional variable 

measurement, a more detailed land use strategy can be designed and implemented for a 

specific land use category. In general, the clustering of landscape metrics is useful in 

representing morphology in the neighborhood, while the classification of spatial 

attributes can better distinguish more detailed geographic information among buildings 

and vegetation. It is concluded that spatial attributes have more practical meaning in 

adjusting the geometric and volumetric attributes in land use planning. They have great 

potential in identifying the optimal spatial combination which can produce the least 

carbon emission. In summary, the classification of land use categories and the assessment 

of carbon emission in the classified land use categories provide valuable input to the 

development of environmentally friendly land use plans. 

• Question 3: How to determine land use solutions with lower carbon emission? 

Searching for the optimal land use solutions to reduce carbon emissions, a land use 

spatial optimization model is developed in chapter 4. It is a multi-objective spatial 

optimization model using an evolutionary algorithm named NSGA-II to generate the 

possible future land use plans within given conditions. The land use classification results 

based on spatial attributes were set as the variables for the spatial optimization model. 

Since one of the most urgent issues in Eindhoven that was used as a case study is the 

contradiction between the increasing carbon emission and limited population capacity, 

this multi-objective spatial optimization model was designed to find a balanced solution 

for this urban planning problem. It aims to determine the land use solutions with minimal 

carbon emission and maximum population capacity. Through the simulation of the 

spatial optimization model, the projected land use solutions show the great potential of 

reducing carbon emission and increasing population capacity by optimizing urban spatial 
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structure. It has proven the possibility of meeting the requirement of low-carbon city 

planning without any external factors such as renewable energy technology or land use 

extension.  

The detailed influences of specific land use categories on carbon emission were 

measured by the MLR model. According to the regression results, among the classified 

land use categories mentioned in chapter 3.6 (Class A to Class F), the variation of 

greenspace dominated land use category Class A plays an important role in affecting the 

contribution of carbon emission. This can be explained by the fact that urban vegetations 

not only absorb the CO2 through photosynthesis but also largely decrease the cooling 

demands and heating demands in the local community. Green space is the key factor in 

balancing the carbon emission in the urban area. Through the multi-objective spatial 

optimization model, it is possible to reduce carbon emissions by adjusting the 

combination of different land use categories. The simulation results can provide valuable 

references for the future land use zoning plan.  

• Question 4: How to predict the carbon emission level for existing land use plans? 

To better understand the carbon emission level under specific land use zoning plan, a 

carbon emission prediction model was introduced in chapter 5. It integrated the 

methodologies of SVR and MCS to predict the carbon emission under a certain scenario. 

More specifically, the SVR with radial-basis kernel function is applied to simulate the 

carbon emission value under the sets of spatial attributes generated by the MCS model. 

The proposed integrated model was applied to the existing urban planning programs in 

the case study to link the prediction model with a practical situation. Since one of the 

most urgent objectives of Eindhoven in recent decades is urban function transformation, 

many urban renovation projects are carrying on in the city. Most of them focus on 

expanding new spaces for the emerging innovative companies and urban gardens. To 

investigate whether the expectations of municipality match with the urban spatial 

planning, four ongoing urban renovation programs in Eindhoven are used as cases for 

carbon emission prediction. They represent four typical renovation scenarios in 

Eindhoven: Mix-used business park, business park, mix-used commercial area, 

sustainable residential area. The integrated prediction model was designed to predict the 

most likely carbon emission level under these four future scenarios.  

With the support of the generated distribution of spatial attributes from MCS, the 

application of the carbon emission prediction model shows the different carbon emission 

levels for each renovation scenario. The results of prediction model can explain the 

relation between spatial attributes and carbon emission to a certain extent. The MC 

scenario has the highest probability of producing larger amounts of carbon emission 

among all scenarios. It is followed by the high-density residential scenario—SR. In all 
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scenarios, the adjustment of the vegetation coverage ratio is key in controlling the carbon 

emission level. However, for the SR scenario, it is also concluded that higher residential 

building volume can lead to a slight decrease in carbon emission due to the increasing 

energy supply efficiency in high-density buildings block. In general, the carbon emission 

prediction model provides a practical perspective for adapting the land use plans at the 

level of building types and their characteristics.  

Overall, the land use planning support system provides a new point of view to address 

the low carbon city development based on land use planning. A novel technical route is 

proposed to collect more quantitative information for urban planners and decision 

makers. By applying the integrated framework in the real case study, the carbon emission 

distribution of a specific city can be clearly obtained through the carbon emission 

estimation model. Through spatial analysis model, the land use patterns can be classified 

into different categories to further explore their relationship with carbon emission. The 

spatial optimization model in the following step is designed to acquire the optimal 

proportion of different land use categories. The carbon emission prediction model will 

predict the carbon emission level in a specific area based on spatial attributes. By 

involving more land use policies and scenarios, urban planners can obtain a better 

informed insight into the implementation of low-carbon city development. 

6.2 Contributions 

The mitigation and reduction of carbon emission is one of the most popular topics among 

urban studies. It has been widely discussed in low-carbon city research. However, 

existing studies are mostly focusing on aspects of industry optimization, fuel switching, 

and alternative clean technologies. Few of them have explored the interaction between 

carbon emission and spatial planning. This thesis has identified the research gaps in low-

carbon city development from the perspective of land use planning. The main academic 

contributions were realized as parts of a low-carbon city land use planning support 

system development. Furthermore, societal contributions can be derived from the 

application of the proposed system in real practice.  

• Academic contributions 

Following the research methods recommended by the well-cited review papers on low-

carbon city studies, the main research topics of this thesis have been formulated as four 

sub-models as part of the proposed low-carbon city land use planning support system. 

Together they fill the research gaps which existed in the previous studies. The results and 

conclusions from chapter 2 to chapter 5 illustrate the specific academic contributions of 

each sub-model in the system. The details can be elaborated as below:  
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(1) In chapter 2, by developing the synthetic carbon emission estimating framework, the 

carbon emission from different sectors can be integrated in the same platform. It provides 

a strong foundation for the estimation of carbon emission at the city level. This 

contribution not only illustrates the possibilities of presenting carbon emission 

distribution with limited open data but also shows a new way to estimate city-scale 

carbon emission comprehensively. With the establishment of a carbon emission 

estimating framework, the exploration of the low-carbon city development based on land 

use planning can be significantly extended. 

 (2) In chapter 3, through the spatial analysis model, the relationship between geographic 

information and carbon emission is clearly illustrated. This contribution fills the research 

gap on identifying the impact of the internal structure of the city on carbon emission. 

Under the new proposed framework, with the support of more advanced methodologies, 

the impact of urban land use on carbon emission can be further investigated.  

 (3) In chapter 4, through the development of a land use spatial optimization model, the 

proposing of optimal land use plans is investigated using evolutionary algorithms. It 

shows the possibility of reducing carbon emission by adjusting land use configuration. 

In the future, more built environment features can be involved to further explore its 

academic value on spatial planning. 

 (4) In chapter 5, the newly developed carbon emission prediction model provides a 

method to evaluate carbon emission levels based on the land use composition and 

building layout. It proves the feasibility of predicting carbon emission with geographic 

features. Further research can be applied to improve the accuracy and reliability of the 

prediction model.  

• Societal contributions  

According to the application of low-carbon city land use planning support system in real 

practices, the results of this thesis provide the following societal contributions:  

(1) The integrated carbon emission estimating framework provides a comprehensive 

view on carbon emissions assessment at the city level. The estimated carbon emission 

and carbon sequestration can be easily interpreted from the map. The improvement of 

information transparency can enhance public awareness of the state of carbon emissions 

in their neighborhood. 

(2) The outcomes in chapter 3,4,5 provide valuable references for land use management 

and urban planning. It suggests that effective, dedicated land use management strategies 

can be designed and implemented in practices. Based on the outcomes on land use spatial 

optimization and carbon emission prediction for future scenarios, the proposed system 
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shows its great potential in urban planning. It will be a valuable tool for decision-makers 

and urban planners.  

Overall, the findings of this research provide a new perspective on developing low-

carbon cities. It suggests that in future policies considering urban spatial structure, well 

informed low carbon planning on the built environment needs to be adopted by the 

municipality. The developed system provides an intuitive platform for the urban planner 

to evaluate the performance of low-carbon city design. 

6.3 Limitation and future research directions 

Through establishing the low-carbon city development planning support system, it is 

possible to provide important references for the unban planers in the municipality. 

However, there are still several limitations in the current system. The shortages and 

corresponding improvement measures are listed below: 

First, during carbon emission estimation, only age and gender are considered as the 

restricting conditions for the synthetic population in the transport carbon emission 

estimation. Since the simulated population layout is highly related to the setting of these 

conditions, the lack of detailed spatial constraint conditions may lead to inaccuracy in 

representing the distribution of residential travel behavior. Moreover, the C-Fix model 

applied in the vegetation sector is initially designed for regional studies. The model 

parameters may have some inconformity with the resolution when applied on a smaller 

scale. The building carbon emission may have been allocated on the land cells that are 

physically far from each other during the conversion process. It results in some 

greenspace land use causing a higher carbon emission than carbon sequestration. 

In general, to eliminate the uncertainties during the process of carbon emission 

estimation as much as possible, other approaches can be conducted in each sub-model 

within the framework. This can be achieved by acquiring higher resolution open data, 

introducing a more sophisticated constrain database in the transport sector, and applying 

a more suitable carbon sequestration estimation model in the vegetation sector. The 

accuracy of the entire framework can be largely improved, which can narrow the gap 

between the carbon estimations and the actual carbon emission. 

Second, due to the conversion process between raster data to vector data, some land cells 

were assigned with extra carbon emission. It leads to some pure greenspace classified 

land use categories having higher carbon emission than the carbon sequestration. The 

landscape metrics and spatial attributes involved in the spatial analysis process were 

mainly extracted from the remote sensing data of Eindhoven. Because of the limited 

range and number of selected samples in the case study, the analysis results fail to reflect 
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the images of all land use patterns fully. For instance, Eindhoven is a city that is mainly 

covered with low-rise built up areas. It is hard for the proposed landscape metrics 

classification to distinguish between the impact of carbon emission for mid-rise buildings 

and high-rise buildings. As for the proposed spatial attributes classification, some 

classified land use categories lack the connection with the building geographic features. 

To improve land use classification performance, it is necessary to introduce more 

samples of land use patterns into the spatial analysis process. More data will not only 

enhance the accuracy of land use classification but also extend the generality of the entire 

system in different contexts.  

Thirdly, the settings of the current spatial optimization model are still quite limited. For 

now, it is only based on the requirements of minimizing carbon emission and maximizing 

population capacity. There is no specific constrain condition for each land use category. 

According to the current spatial optimization process, the range of the model fitness is 

relatively wide. Without more precise land use constraints conditions, the optimal 

solutions are easily trapped into a local optimum. By introducing more specific land use 

policies, the optimal solutions should able to provide more realistic references. It can 

improve the performance of spatial optimization in predicting future land use structure. 

Supported by specific future city development plans, the implementation of the spatial 

optimization model may have many applications. For instance, the possibility to discuss 

land use solutions under certain development contexts such as greenspace-dominated 

scenarios and compact building-dominated scenarios.  

Fourthly, energy consumption from the industrial process is not considered in the process 

of carbon emission estimation. The prediction results in the proposed carbon emission 

prediction model can not reflect the impacts of spatial attributes in industrial buildings. 

In the current study, the dominant industry in the selected cases is mainly related to 

innovation and high-tech, which does not include massive industry processes carbon 

emission. The estimation process needs to be further corrected and adjusted to meet the 

requirement in every new case study. For now, the land use attributes and building 

attributes in the prediction model were considered as separate groups of parameters. 

Possible relationships between land use attributes and building attributes are ignored but 

could be investigated in new case studies.  

Finally, spatial planning is a politicized process in reality. In the practical application, 

the implication of land use policies is usually a process involving numerous stakeholders. 

It is a dynamic process, which can not be easily prescribed. Currently, the proposed 

decision support system works as a purely technocratic approach in the process of spatial 

planning. It provides quantitative information on the technical level, which lacks the 

influence of the political environment in reality.  
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The future improvement of the current system can follow three directions: introducing 

more advanced methodologies, increasing the generality of the entire system, and 

strengthening the connection with realistic policies. As mentioned above, there is plenty 

of room for methodological improvement in each sub-model, especially for carbon 

emission estimation. The current data sources can be replaced by the more accurate one, 

and more advanced algorithms and approaches can be introduced to improve the 

performance of the entire system. The current decision support system is designed to 

analyze the specific situation in the city of Eindhoven. To increase the generality of the 

current system, it is necessary to extend the number of the land use patterns. This can be 

achieved by putting more city cases into consideration. With the increase of the available 

data samples, the reliability and utility of the system can be largely improved. Only then 

it can serve as a universal tool for land use planning support eventually. Lastly, the 

policies that we mentioned in this dissertation are largely spatial planning relevant. In 

reality, there are more policies regarding energy usage and renewable energy. For 

example, Eindhoven is launching a plan to achieving natural gas-free by 2050 at the latest. 

The Dutch government also has a plan to ban all new petrol and diesel cars by 2030. By 

taking these ongoing policies into consideration, the entire system will be equipped with 

better practical usages.  

By improving the existing system, we aim to provide a new framework for solving the 

problems of global warming and climate change from the perspective of land use 

planning. Through continued development in the future, we hope this framework can 

contribute to this global challenge. 
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